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  FROM   THE   BOARD  
 

          Welcome  

 

We  welcome  back  all  our  returning  and  new  students.  2019  will            
be  an  exciting  year  full  of  new  opportunities  for  all  learners  -  a              
new  government,  a  new  Education  Act,  a  curriculum  review,  new           
themes   and   more!  

We  look  forward  to  incorporating  more  technology  into  our          
program  and  deepening  our  skills  with  Schoology,  Google  and          
other  platforms.  We  are  continuously  striving  to  find  new  ways  to            
communicate  with  you,  new  ways  to  share  resources  and  new           
ways   to   provide   meaningful   feedback   on   student   progress.  

As  your  Board  Chair,  I  know  that  our  board  will  continue  to  assist              
the  school  administrative  team  and  support  them  throughout  the          
year   as   they   strive   for   excellence.   

As  an  organization,  Phoenix  believes  in  lifelong  learning  and          
continuous  growth  for  all  -  from  the  Board  Chair  to  our  little             
preschool   chicks!   Here’s   to   soaring   to   Brilliance!  

 
 

Barry   Davidson,   Board   Chair  
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WHO   WE   ARE  

The   Phoenix   Education   Foundation    is   a   publicly   accredited   and   funded,   non-profit,   private   Alberta  
school   that   specializes   in   personalized   learning.   To   learn   more   about   how   private   schools   are   funded   and  
accountable   go   to   :    https://phoenixfoundation.ca/2016/12/16/how-private-schools-work/  

We   offer   the   following   five   program   choices:   

1)    Preschool  

2)    Kindergarten  

3)    BlendEd   

4)    Online  

5)    Home   Education   

 

ARE   WE   RIGHT   FOR   YOU?  

All  of  our  programs  require  a  significant  commitment  from  parents.  Students  must  have  an  engaged                
adult   who   is   available   daily   to   assist,   support,   transport   and   coordinate   learning   activities   for   the   student.   

Two   other   important   details:   

● Phoenix  is  a  secular  school  and  celebrates  a  variety  of  commercial  holidays!  We  respect               
diversity   and   parents’   right   to   choice!   

● Phoenix  is not  a  designated  special  needs  school  and  as  such  we  cannot  accommodate  severe                
special   needs   students.  

 

Our   mission   is   to   provide   unique   learning  
opportunities   for   families   so   that   each   young  
person   may   develop   into   a   lifelong   learner   and  
active   responsible   global   citizen.  

Each   educational   program   is   customized   to   suit   your   child's  
specific   needs,   learning   styles   and   the   21st   century  

environment.  

WE   ARE   OPEN   TO   ALL!   
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EDUCATIONAL   OPTIONS   SUMMARY   GR.   K-6  
 
 

Kindergarten  (K)  –  Open  to  children  who  are  4  years           
and  6  months  old  on  September  1  of  each  year.           
Consists  of  a  minimum  of  475  hours  of  programming          
including  music,  art,  literacy  and  field  trips.  Field  trip,          
food  or  cultural  fees  may  be  charged  if  applicable.          
Families  receive  ~$524.00*  towards  transportation.      
This  is  an  onsite  program  and  regular  attendance  is          
required.   

 

BlendEd -  Our  “BlendEd”  program  uses       
an  award  winning  learning  management      
system  (LMS),  along  with  great  print       
resources,  onsite  small  group  classes,      
field  trips  and  various  school-based      
activities  for  950  hours  of  access  to        
instruction  for  Grades  1-6.  This  hybrid       
program  follows  the  Alberta  Program  of       
Studies  (APS)  in  all  subject  areas.  An        
Alberta  certificated  teacher  called  a      
Learning  Coach  develops  the  instructional  pathway,  delivers  the  learning  opportunities  and            
assesses   your   student’s   work.  
 
P arents  must  be  highly  engaged  partners  in  this  learning  pathway.  It is  truly  a  collaborative                
effort  between  the  home  and  the  school,  combining  the  strengths  of  parent-student,             
student-teacher  (Learning  Coach),  and  parent-teacher  (Learning  Coach)  interaction.  The          
degree  to  which  parents  are  engaged  in  learning  partnerships  varies  with  the  age  of  the                
student,   the   learning   needs   and   the   grade   level.   
 
This  program  includes  all  the  core  resources,  classes,  field  trips,  activities,  testing,  support              
etc.    needed   for   completion   of   the   basic   instructional   pathway.  

 
Online  -  This  program  is  suited  to  students  who  cannot  make  it  into  Phoenix  on  a  regular                  
basis.  Just  like  the  BlendEd  program,  all  the  resources  are  provided,  including  self-directed              
field  trips.  A  Learning  Coach  still  develops  the  instructional  pathway,  delivers  the  learning              
opportunities  and  assesses  your  student’s  work.  The  primary  difference  between  the  two             
programs  is  that  all  of  this  program  is  provided  online  and  instead  of  onsite  classes  and                 
workshops,   students   interact   with   teachers   online   through   Google   Hangout.  
 
 
Home  Education  –  In  a  Home  Education  program,  the  parent  designs,  implements  and              
evaluates  the  program.  A  Phoenix  teacher  reports  on  the  progress  of  the  program.  Minimum               
2  parent/student/teacher  meetings  each  year.  Portfolio  required.  The  resource  funding           
allotment   is   ~$836.00*   Please   see   our   handbook   for   what   kinds   of   items   can   be   reimbursed.  
  

     *   Resource   allotment   or   grant   amounts   depends   on   Alberta   Education   and   is   subject   to   change   
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HOW   STUDIO   CLASSES   WORK  
Phoenix’s  unique “IN-THE-SCENE”  education  concept  makes  learning  come  alive!  Resident  Artist  Jill  Mann  and  her                
creative  team  carefully  construct huge  scenes  in  our  3000-square-foot  Studio  in  which  students  of  all  ages  can  explore                   
ideas,   master   APS   outcomes   and   make   memories   that   will   last   a   lifetime!   

Remember,  onsite  small  group  instruction  is  only  one  part  of  our  BlendEd  model!  Home  Education  students  and  visiting                   
students   are   welcome   to   register   for   open   seats.  

Our   themes   for   this   year   are:  

● Magic   School   Bus  
● Germany  
● Korea  
● How   Things   are   Made  
● Amazing   Race   Canada  

1. A   theme     is   5   weeks   of   themed   programming   ending   with   a   feast   (thematic   lunch   celebration).   

2. A   block    of   classes   is   5   classes   in   the   same   subject   area   in   a   theme.  

3. A  day  is  divided  into  2  classes  (morning  and  afternoon)  each  with  a  different  curriculum  focus.                 
Remember,   all   our   classes   are   thematic   and   may   contain   multiple   subject   areas.   

4. A  class  is  2.5  hours.  All  classes  are  based  on  the  Alberta  Programs  of  Study  and  include  a  variety  of                     
learning   styles,   activities   and   materials.   Outcomes   are   explored   through   the   theme   lens.  

5. Material  is  presented  at  the  advertised  grade  level  of  the  class.  Please  register  your  child  according  to                  
their  WORKING  grade  level,  not  their  registered  level .  (Ask  your  Coach  for  assistance  if  you  do  not                  
know  what  their  working  grade  level  is.) If  the  class  is  too  hard,  they  will  be  frustrated  and  if  it  is  too                       
easy,   they   will   be   bored.   Lessons   plans   are   posted   after   the   class   on   Schoology.  

WHAT   EACH   SUBJECT   IS   ABOUT!  
We  use  the  Alberta  Program  of  Studies  to  plan  each  and  every  class.  Classes  for  Grades  1-6  are  thematic  and  include  a  variety  of                         
subjects,   presentation   styles   and   materials.    Remember:    You   need   to   register   for   everything   your   student   participates   in!   

Literacy   /   Language   Arts   (LA)   .   .   .   
Literacy  is  viewing,  representing,  listening,  speaking,  reading        
and   writing   to   construct   and   create   meaning.   

Social   Studies   (SOC)   .   .   .   
Students  will  build  an  understanding  of  Canada’s        
multicultural,  inclusive  democracy  and  develop  their  own        
active,  responsible  global  citizenship  by  exploring  other        
countries   –   their   food,   culture,   stories   and   way   of   life.  

Science   (SC)   .   .   .   
Science  is  the  pursuit  to  understand  the  relationships  within          
the  living  and  non-living  universe.  It  means  exploring  and          
experimenting!  

Numeracy   /   Math   (M)   .   .   .   
Students  will  use  inquiry,  observation  and  math  to  analyze,          
measure  and  predict  outcomes  and  solutions  to  real  world          
problems.  

Wellness   (WELL)   .   .   .   
Wellness  is  about  understanding  the  role  of  physical  activity,          
nutrition  and  personal  care  in  contributing  to  optimal  health.          
This  is  not  a  cooking  class  but  rather  a  food  exploration  class.             
Students  will  be  learning  about  the  nutrition,  production  and          
processing  of  food.  They  may  do  some  cooking  depending  on           
the  topic.  Classes  include  a  mix  of  gym  time,  kitchen  time  and             
classroom   time.  

Fine   Arts   (FA)   .   .   .   
Fine  Arts  is  a  way  of  giving  expression  to  celebrating  or            
challenging  norms,  traditions  and  values  through  visual  art,         
drama   and   music.  

Holidays   .   .   .   
We   love   to   celebrate   the   various   holidays.   Activities   often  
include   dress-up,   food,   music,   crafts   and   more.   Participation  
requires   registration   and   is   not   mandatory.  
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HOW   CAMPS   WORK  
 
Camps  are  loads  of  fun!  They  are  high  interest  topics  or  pieces  of  the  curriculum  that  are  meant  to                    
engage   learners,   expand   their   skill   sets   and   challenge   them   to   try   something   new!  
 
Research  says  that  kids  learn  better  in  small  groups  where  learning  is  tied  in  with  real  life  and  is  messy!                     
Camps  take  place  in  the  various  small  classrooms  on  the  Phoenix  campus.  Camp  time  also  allows  our                  
team   of   amazing   artists   the   chance   to   take   down   the   studio   and   construct   the   next   new   exciting   theme.  
 
Please  note  camps  start  at  10:00  AM  and  run  for  2  hours  over  two  weeks.  (Total  4  hours  on  a                     
particular  topics)  Christmas  and  Aboriginal  camps  are  the  exception  and  are  only  one  week  for  a  total  of                   
2   hours.   Registration   for   all   camps   is   required.   
 
 

CAMP   SCHEDULE   
 

● Fall   Camps   -     Oct   28   -   Nov   8  

● Christmas   Camps    -   Dec   16-20  

● New   Year's   Camps    -   Jan   6-17  

● Aboriginal   Week    -   Jan   20-24  

● Cabin   Fever   Camps    -   Mar   9-20  

● Spring   Camps    -   May   4-15  
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HOW   FOUNDATIONS   WORK  
Foundation  workshops  are  meant  to  cover  basic  skills  that  every  student  should  have  to  be  successful  at                  
Phoenix.  The  workshops  are  also  a  chance  for  students  to  connect  with  each  other  and  their  Learning  Coaches                   
to  see  them  in  action!  After  the  workshop,  there  is  a  pep  rally  for  the  kids  where  we  will  explore  social  skills  and                        
give  parents  a  chance  to  meet  with  the  teachers.  Participation  in  these  workshops  is  an  important  part  of  the                    
BlendEd   program.   These   workshops   are   not   open   to   home   education   or   online   students.  
 

Date   Time   Workshop  

Oct   18,   2019  9:30   AM  Foundation   Workshop   #1:   Literacy   Skills  

 11:00   AM   Pep   Rally  

Nov   8,   2019  9:30   AM  Foundation   Workshop   #2:   Numeracy   Skills  

 11:00   AM   Remembrance   Day   Celebration  

Dec   13,   2019  9:30   AM  Foundation   Workshop   #3:   Literacy   Skills  

 11:00   AM   Pep   Rally  

Dec   20,   2019  9:30   AM  Show   and   Share:   Social  

Jan   24,   2020  9:30   AM  Foundation   Workshop   #4:   Literacy   Skills  

 11:00   AM   Pep   Rally   (Jump   Rope   for   Heart   Prep)  

Feb   28,   2020  9:30   AM  Foundation   Workshop   #5:   Numeracy   Skills  

 11:00   AM   Pep   Rally   (Jump   Rope   for   Heart   EVENT)  

Mar   20,   2020  9:30   AM  Foundation   Workshop   #6:   Literacy   Skills  

 11:00   AM   Pep   Rally  

April   24,   2020  9:30   AM  Foundation   Workshop   #7:   Numeracy   Skills  

 11:00   AM   Pep   Rally  

May   8,   2020  9:30   AM  Show   and   Share:   Science  

May   29,   2020  9:30   AM  Foundation   Workshop   #8:   Literacy   Skills  

 11:00   AM   Pep   Rally  
 

Show  and  Shares  are  like  mini  science  /  social  fairs  -  a  chance  for  students  to  showcase  their  learning  and                     
polish   their   presentation   skills.  
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HOW   CELEBRATIONS   WORK  
Celebrations  are  meant  to  enhance  the  day!  They  create  community  and  delight  for  learners!  Some                
of  them  are  silly,  some  of  them  solemn,  but  all  of  them  are  free!  (Some  fees  may  apply  to  speciality                     
activities  booked  for  Count  Day.)  There  may  also  be  other  FUN  days  planned  throughout  the  year.                 
Watch   your   email   for   these   surprise   days!  

Date  Day  Time  Event  Description  Fee  

Aug.   15  TH  12:00   -  
1:30   PM  Saskatoon   Sass  

Saskatoons   grow   wild   in   Alberta.   Come   and  
give   them   a   taste,   play   some   berry   fun   games  
and   more!  

FREE  

Aug.   22  TH  12:00   -  
1:30   PM  Chili   Cook-Off  

Enter   a   pot   of   chili   or   come   and   taste   the  
various   pots.   Vote   for   your   favorite.   PRIZE   for  
winner!  

FREE  

Aug.   29  TH  12:00   -  
1:30   PM  Sports   Day  We   will   have   relay   races,   tag,   high   jumps   and  

more.   Challenge   your   friends   and   yourself!  FREE  

Sep.   27  F  9:30   AM   -  
3:30   PM  Count   Day  

Last   Day   to   register   -   photos,   bouncy   house,  
games,   bake   sale   and   more.   (*Some   activities  
may   have    fees   and   require   registration.)  

VARY  

Nov.   8  F  11:00   AM   Remembrance   Day  Join   us   in   the   gym   for   crafts,    discussions   and  
a   short   ceremony.  FREE  

Jan.   28  T  12:00   –  
12:30   PM  

Family   Literacy  
Celebration  

Enjoy   some   cake   &   a   new   book   in   the  
Learning   Commons!  FREE  

Feb.   27  TH  12:00   -  
12:30   PM  Pink   Shirt   Day  Say   no   to   bullying!   Wear   pink   and   show   your  

support!  FREE  

Mar.   10  T  12:00   -  
12:30   PM  Holi  

Color,   color   everywhere!   Activities   will   depend  
on   weather.   Wear   a   white   shirt   that   can   get  
stained.  

FREE  

May   5  T  12:00   -  
12:30   PM  Cinco   de   Mayo  Try   some   mexican   snacks   and   crafts   today!  FREE  

June   19  F  1:30   –  
3:00   PM  

Year   End  
Ceremony  

Awards,   acknowledgements   certificates   and  
more.   (Please   register)  

 
FREE  

July   16  TH  12:00-  
1:30   PM  Phoenix   Rodeo  Noodle   horses,   hog   tie,   cow   patty   toss   and  

more!   Come   to   the   Phoenix   rodeo   and   fair!  FREE  

July   23  TH  12:00-  
1:30   PM  Sun   and   Solar   Day  Come   learn   about   sun   safety   and   how   the   sun  

powers   things!  FREE  
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HOW   FEASTS   WORK  
We  have  five  (5)  feasts  a  year.  Feasts  are  our  way  of  celebrating  your  child’s  learning!  Your  kids  get  to                     
share  with  you  what  they  learned  in  the  Studio  and  make  one  last  memory  before  the  theme  gets  torn                    
down  and  a  new  one  is  built.  The  registration  fee  includes  various  theme-related  crafts,  a  delicious                 
thematic  meal,  activities,  and  a  door  prize.  The  cost  is  $10  per  person  or  $40  for  a  family  (Mom,  Dad,                     
and   all   their   kids!).  

 
● 12:00   PM   –   Crafts  
● 12:20   PM   –   Lunch,   door   prize,   announcements   and   wing   feathers  
● 1:00   PM   –   Theme-related   activities   and   games   in   the   gym  
● 1:30   PM   –   Clean   up   and   head   out!   We’re   tearing   the   theme   down!  

 
Feast   Menus   (subject   to   change):     Please   note:   Specific   dietary   needs   cannot   be   accommodated.  

● Magic   School   Bus    -   school   bus   box   lunch   with   juice   box,   sandwich,   veggie   sticks   and   a  
bus   cupcake  

● Germany   -    Green   Salad,   Sauerbraten   Meatballs,   black   forest   cake,   “beer”  
● Korea   -    Korean   pancakes,   spicy   beef   lettuce   wraps,   dessert  
● How   Its   Made   -    Tacos   in   a   bag   and   a   build   your   own   Sundae   bar  
● Amazing   Race   Canada   -    Hamburgers,   Veggie   sticks,   Nanaimo   bars   or   saskatoon   pie   and  

ice   cream  
 

  .   .   .   there   are   also   some   parties   and   dances   too!  
 

Date  Day  Time  Event  Description  Fee  

Oct   18  F  12:00   –   1:30   PM  Magic   School  
Bus   Feast  Join   us   for   food,   fun   and   fair!  $10/person   

or   $40/family  

Oct   30  W  6:00   -   8:00   PM  Halloween  
Family   Dance  

FAMILY:   Costumes,   music,   scary  
snacks   and   more!  

$5/person   
or   $20/family  

Dec   13  F  12:00   –   1:30   PM  German   Feast   Join   us   for   food,   fun   and   fair!  
 

$10/person   
or   $40/family  

Dec   20  F  12:00   –   1:30   PM  Christmas   Party  Enjoy   a   tasty   lunch,   crafts   and   then   a  
visit   with   Santa!  

$10/person   
or   $40/family  

Jan   24  F  12:00   -   1:30   PM  Chinese   New  
Year  

Enjoy   some   Chinese   food,   crafts   and  
activities   to   celebrate   the   year   of   rat!  

$10/person   
or   $40/family  

Feb   15  S  6:00   -   8:00   PM  Valentine’s   Day  
Family   Dance  

FAMILY:   Enjoy   some   Valentine  
snacks   and   dance   the   night   away   with  
your   loved   ones.  

$5/person   
or   $20/family  

Feb   28  F  12:00    –   1:30   PM  Korean   Feast  Join   us   for   food,   fun   and   fair!  $10/person   
or   $40/family  

April   8  W  12:00   -   1:30   PM  Easter   Party  
 

We   will   celebrate   spring   with   a   tasty  
meal,   crafts   and   an   Easter   egg   hunt!  

$10/person   
or   $40/family  

April   24  F  12:00-   1:30   PM  How   Its   Made  
Feast   Join   us   for   food,   fun   and   fair!  $10/person   

or   $40/family  

June   19  F  12:00-   1:30   PM  Canadian   Feast  Join   us   for   food,   fun   and   fair!  $10/person   
or   $40/family  
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HOW   MUSIC   LESSONS   WORK  
Phoenix  offers  30-minute  music  lessons  onsite  throughout  the  year.  The  cost  is  $24.00  per  lesson  for  members,  $27.50                   
for  non-members.  Students  can  either  register  for  a  half  year  or  a  full  year  program.  (You  are  welcome  to  register  for  one                       
trial  lesson  for  $24.00.)  Register  at  the  front  desk.  Must  supply  own  instrument.  Starts  week  of  September  18  and  ends                     
week   of   June   11.   No   classes   on   the   weeks   the   school   is   closed.   Please   see   the   school   calendar.  
 

● Full   year   (34   lessons):   Sept   17   -   June   9   -   $816   members/$935   non-members  
● Half   year   (17   lessons):   Sept   17   -   Jan   28   or   Feb   4   -   June   9   -   $408   members/$467.50  

non-members  
 

Tuesday   Sept   17  
 
9:00   AM   –   3:30   PM   (TBA)  
 ● Piano,   beginner   violin,   voice,   or  

hand   drumming  
Thursday   Sept   19  9:00   AM   –   3:30   PM   (TBA)  

 
 

HOW   CLUBS   FOR   KIDS   WORK  
WHAT   IS   A   CLUB?   Clubs   meet   weekly   over   the   course   of   the   year   and   require  
contribution   from   you   as   a   parent.    WHO   CAN   START   A   CLUB?   Anyone   can!   See   our  
handbook   for   more   information.  

 

● SIGN   LANGUAGE   CLUB  
Sign  Language  Club  is  open  to  students  and  their  parents  in            
Grades  K-6  who  would  like  to  learn  basic  sign  language  and  get  a              
chance   to   practice   once   a   week.   3:00   -   3:30   PM  

 
● #1   -   17   Tuesdays   from   Sept   17   -   Jan   28  
● #2   -   17   Tuesdays   from   Feb   4   -   June   9  
● FEE:   $   42.50   per   half   year   session  

 
 

● SPORTS   CLUB  
The  Sports  Club  is  an  extra  time  for  kids  in  Grade  1  -  6  to  run,                 
jump   and   learn   to   play   together!   3:00   -   3:30   PM  

 
● #1   -   17   Thursdays   from   Sept   19   -   Jan   30  
● #2   -   17   Thursdays   from   Feb   6   -   June   11  
● FEE:   $   42.50   per   half   year   session  

 
 

GOT   AN   IDEA   for   a   club?   No   worries   .   .   .   come   see   us!  
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HOW   FOOD   AND   SUPERVISION   WORKS  
Parent  may  leave  after  signing  their  child  in  for  the  onsite            
classes,  activities  or  events.  Registration  is  required  for  all          
classes,  activity  and  events.  Registration  closes  on  Friday  at          
3:00   PM   the   week   before   the   event.  

Please  sign  out  at  the  front  desk  and  leave  a  cell  phone             
number.  Improper  student  behavior  will  not  be  tolerated  and          
parents  will  be  called  to  return  immediately  if  necessary  to           
deal   with   their   child’s   behaviour.  

We  are  not  a  special  needs  school.  If  your  child  requires            
additional  assistance  beyond  what  Phoenix  provides,  you        
need   to   stay   in   the   class   as   your   child’s   aide.  

Please  be  advised: We  do  not  provide  out-of-class         
supervision.  Students  in  elementary  grades  require  parental        
supervision  before  class,  during  lunch  and  after  class.  If  you           
are  unable  to  be  onsite,  lunch  supervision  can  be  arranged           

with   the   front   desk   at   a   cost   $5.00   per   child   per   day.   

Your  child  will  need  indoor  shoes  as  many  of  our  classes  and  activities  include  a  gym  time.                  
Make  sure  you  send  a  lunch,  water  bottle  and  a  snack.  No  refrigeration  is  available  for  students.                  
All   items   should   be   clearly   marked   with   your   child’s   name.  

Please  note,  we  are  not  an  allergen-free  zone  but  we  ask  that  you  do  not  bring  peanut  or                   
nut  products.  If  your  child  has  a  severe  allergy,  you  are  required  to  stay  on-site  with  them                  
and  carry  your  child’s  Epi-Pen  at  all  times.  We  also  ask  that  you  remind  and  keep  on                  
reminding  instructors  of  your  child’s  allergies  as  many  of  our  classes  include  food  items,               
especially   the   Wellness   classes.   

Prompt  pickup  is  required  at  the  end  of  all  programs.  If  you  are  late,  please  call  to  inform  us  so                     
that  your  child  does  not  worry.  Babysitting  charges  ($5.00)  will  apply  for  every  15  minutes  or  part                  
thereof  after  the  stated  program  end  time  that  you  are  late.  This  will  be  charged  to  your  credit                   
card.  

Breakfast   Program  
Phoenix   offers   a   breakfast   program   all   day   long   for   anyone   who   gets   hungry   at   school.   This  
program   is   funded   by   donations   from   the   Food   Bank,   Servus   Credit   Union,   Kiwanis   Service   Club  
and   families   like   YOU!   Please   consider   donating   from   time-to-time.  

Good   Food   Box  
Phoenix  is  also  a  Good  Food  Box  depot.  The  Good  Food  Box  (GFB)  is  a  program  under  the                   
Community  Kitchen  Program  of  Calgary  whereby  you  can  purchase  fresh  fruits  and  vegetables              
at  a  very  low  cost.  The  boxes  are  put  together  and  delivered  by  dedicated  volunteers  in                 
partnership   with   the   Community   Kitchen   Program.  
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WELCOME   TO  

Magic   
School   BUs  

 

 

*The  fee  for  classes  is  $150  per  block  of  5  classes  for  non-members  or  $125  for  Phoenix                                  
students.  You  have  48  hours  from  time  of  registration  to  make  any  changes  or  to  cancel  your                                  
booking.  A�er  that,  there  are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not  transferable.  You  may  switch                              
classes  but  a  $25.00  fee  will  apply.  Registration  grants  Phoenix  permission  to  take  &  use                              
photos  from  the  event  on  school  website,  Facebook  site  &  in  print  materials.  Phoenix  is  NOT  an                                  
allergen-free   zone!  
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Theme   1:   MAGIC   SCHOOL   BUS   -   OVERVIEW  
Tuesday  

Date  Grade   1-2  Grade   3-4  Grade   5-6  

9:30   -   NOON  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK   

Sept   17  Fact   vs.   Fiction   (Critical   Thinking)  Captain   Redbeard’s   Treasure   (Collage)  MSB   in   the   Rainforest    (Trees   &   Forests)  

Sept   24  Riding   the   Bus   (My   World)  Surfing   on   a   Sound   Wave   (Music)  Tim   and   the   Talking   Trees    (Trees   &   Forests)  

Oct   1  B-U-S   Spells   Bus!   (Printing   Letters)  Frizzle’s   Fashions   (Costuming)  MSB   Gets   Ready,   Set,   Dough    (Chem)  

Oct   8  Take   Chances   (Vocabulary)  Puppets,   Do   Your   Stuff!   (Puppets)  MSB   Math   Explosion    (Chem/Number)  

Oct   15  Ways   of   Knowing   (Storytelling)  Your   Own   Magic   Bus   (Drawing)  MSB   Gets   Charged   (Electricity)  

12:00   -   12:30  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -   3:00   WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  

Sept   17  Welcome,   Class!   (Interactions)  Fact   vs.   Fiction   (Critical   Thinking)  Captain   Redbeard’s   Treasure   (Collage)  

Sept   24  MSB   Works   Out   (Personal   Health)  Books   vs.   TV   (Reading   Comp)  Surfing   on   a   Sound   Wave   (Music)  

Oct   1  Red   Light,   Green   Light    (Interactions)  B-U-S,   You   Know...   (Printing/Vocab)  Frizzle’s   Fashions   (Costuming)  

Oct   8  MSB   For   Lunch   (Personal   Health)  Ways   of   Knowing   (Storytelling)  Puppets,   Do   Your   Stuff!   (Puppets)  

Oct   15  Travel   Safety    (Safety   &   Responsibility)  MSB   and   the   Busasaurus   (Alberta)  Your   Own   Magic   Bus   (Drawing)  
 

Thursday  

9:30   -   NOON  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  

Sept   19  MSB   In   a   Beehive     (Small   Flying   Animals)  Welcome,   Class!   (Interactions)  Subject   Verb   Object   (Sentences)  

Sept   26  MSB   Going   Batty    (Small   Flying   Animals)  MSB   Works   Out   (Personal   Health)  MSB   and   the   Busasaurus    (Geography)  

Oct   3  The   Flying   Tennellis    (Measurement)  Red   Light,   Green   Light   (Interactions)  Fresh   Air,   Fresh   Water   (Geography)  

Oct   10  MSB   Hops   Home   (Needs)  MSB   For   Lunch   (Personal   Health)  Ways   of   Knowing    (Histories   &   Stories)  

Oct   17  Cold   Feet   (Needs)  Travel   Safety    (Safety   &   Responsibility)  Riding   the   Bus    (Celebrations/Challenges)  

12:00   -   12:30   LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -   3:00   FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  

Sept   19  Captain   Redbeard’s   Treasure   (Collage)  Butterfly   and   the   Bog   Beast   (Life   Cycles)  Welcome,   Class!   (Interactions)  

Sept   26  Surfing   on   a   Sound   Wave   (Music)  MSB   Goes   Upstream   (Life   Cycles)  MSB   Works   Out   (Personal   Health)  

Oct   3  Frizzle’s   Fashions   (Costuming)  MSB   Math   Explosion   (Number)  Red   Light,   Green   Light   (Interactions)  

Oct   10  Puppets,   Do   Your   Stuff!   (Puppets)  MSB   Gets   a   Bright   Idea   (Light   &   Shadow)  MSB   For   Lunch   (Personal   Health)  

Oct   17  Your   Own   Magic   Bus    (Drawing)  Good,   Bad,   &   Gnocchi    (Wheels   &   Levers)  Travel   Safety    (Safety   &   Responsibility)  
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MAGIC   SCHOOL   BUS   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   1-2   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

L.A./   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Sept.  
17  

Fact   vs.   Fiction  
At   the   end   of   each   Magic   School   Bus   episode,   viewers   call   in   to   ask  
questions   -   and   to   point   out   the   liberties   the   show   takes   with   scientific   fact!  
What   is   fact?   What   is   fiction?   How   do   you   tell   the   difference?   (Critical  
Thinking)  

Sept.  
24  

Riding   the   Bus  
Riding   the   bus,   we   meet   all   different   people.   They   work   all   kinds   of   jobs,  
speak   all   kinds   of   languages,   and   have   all   kinds   of   families.   It’s   amazing  
how   many   communities   are   represented   on   one   bus!   (My   World:   Home,  
School   &   Community)  

Oct.   1  B-U-S   Spells   Bus!  
Writing   is   fun!   Can   you   write   your   name?   Do   you   know   how   to   spell   BUS?  
How   about   LIZ?   She’s   a   really   smart   lizard,   but   she   can’t   write   like   you!  
(Printing   Letters)  

Oct.   8  
Take   Chances   With  

New   Words  

The   Magic   School   Bus   can   teach   us   a   lot   about   science,   but   if   you   listen,  
you’ll   also    notice   a   lot   of   words   that   you   may   not   have   heard   before.   What  
are   they?   What   do   you   think   they   mean?   (Vocabulary)  

Oct.  
15  

Ways   of   Knowing  
Who   I   Am  

The   Magic   School   Bus   has   the   power   to   shrink   down   and   explore   inside  
human   beings.   Who   are   you,   deep   down   inside?   It   even   has   the   power   to  
travel   through   time.   What   are   the   stories   you’ve   been   told   about   your  
people   and   your   past?   (Storytelling)   (FNMI)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

WELLNESS  
(Includes   30  
mins   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Sept.  
17  

Welcome,   Class!  
Welcome   to   a   new   year   at   Phoenix!   Start   getting   to   know   your   classmates.  
What   are   their   names?   What   do   they   like?   If   they   could   go   on   one   Magic  
School   bus   field   trip,   what   would   it   be?    (Interactions)  

Sept.  
24  

“The   Magic   School  
Bus   Works   Out”  

What   happens   to   your   body   during   exercise?   The   lungs,   blood,   heart   and  
muscles   work   together   as   an   “oxygen   team”   to   deliver   oxygen   to   the  
muscles.   Once   more,   Ms.   Frizzle’s   class   travels   inside   the   human   body   to  
get   a   closer   look.   (Personal   Health)  

Oct.   1  
Red   Light,   Green  

Light  

Following   the   rules   keeps   everyone   safe.   For   example,   if   a   bus   driver  
comes   to   a   red   light,   she   stops.   When   you   learn   and   play   with   others,   you  
have   to   know   how   to   stop   when   your   friends,   parents,   or   teachers   give   you  
the   “red   light.”   It’s   also   important   to   know   how   to   say   “STOP”   when   you   get  
a   bad   feeling   about   something.   (Interactions)  

Oct.   8  
“The   Magic   School  

Bus   For   Lunch”  

What   happens   to   the   food   we   eat?   One   of   Ms.   Frizzle’s   most   memorable  
field   trips   was   when   the   Magic   School   Bus   shrunk   down   and   made   its   way  
through   Arnold’s   digestive   system.   It’s   certainly   food   for   thought!   (Personal  
Health)  

Oct.  
15  

Travel   Safety  
Miss   Frizzle’s   class   has   a   lot   of   fun,   but   let’s   be   honest   -   those   field   trips  
are   WAY   dangerous!   What   do   we   know   about   how   to   travel   safely   on   the  
bus,   on   foot,   or   in   a   car?   (Safety   &   Responsibility)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you  
register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read   our   full  
cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   aide   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!   Also   Phoenix  

is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes   or   event   grants  
Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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MAGIC   SCHOOL   BUS   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   1-2   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

SCIENCE   /  
MATH  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Sept.  
19  

“The   Magic   School   Bus  
in   a   Beehive”  

We   have   our   own   beehives   here   at   Phoenix,   so   we   can   see   how   bees  
live   and   work,   but   they’re   tiny   and   they   move   fast.   If   you   figure   out   a  
way   to   shrink   us   and   fit   us   inside   the   hives   where   we   can   have   a   closer  
look,   let   us   know!   Until   then,   let’s   watch   Ms.   Frizzle’s   class   take   a   very  
sticky   field   trip.   (Small   Crawling   and   Flying   Animals)  

Sept.  
26  

“The   Magic   School   Bus  
Going   Batty”  

You   might   think   bats   are   scary,   but   they’re   actually   quite   fascinating.  
Did   you   know   that   they   see   with   their   ears   instead   of   their   eyes?   Come  
“hang   out”   with   Ms.   Frizzle’s   class   to   learn   more   about   these   much  
maligned   mammals.(Small   Crawling   and   Flying   Animals)  

Oct.   3  
“Ralphie   and   the   Flying  

Tennellis”  
Join   Ms.   Frizzle’s   class,   the   Flying   Tennellis,   and   Matthew   “Math”  
Matthews   solving   real-world   problems   with   math!    (Measurement)  

Oct.  
10  

“The   Magic   School   Bus  
Hops   Home”  

A   habitat   is   a   place   where   living   things   have   what   they   need.   Phoenix  
is   a   habitat   where   you   have   everything   you   need   to   learn   grow   and  
have   fun.   But   when   Wanada   brings   a   bullfrog   to   school,   it   hops   away  
because   different   creatures   have   different   needs.   (Needs   of   animals)  

Oct.  
17  

“Cold   Feet”  
Have   you   ever   thought   about   what   it   is   like   to   be   a   lizard   or   snake?  
What   does   it   mean   to   be   cold-blooded?   Ms.   Frizzle’s   class   learns   the  
answer   the   hard   way.   (Needs   of   Plants   and   Animals)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

FINE   ARTS  
(Includes   30  

mins   of  
music   each  

class)  
 

12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Sept.  
19  

Captain   Redbeard’s  
Sunken   Treasure  

In   “The   Magic   School   Bus   Takes   a   Dive”,   Ms.   Frizzle   leads   an  
expedition   to   find   the   sunken   treasure   of   her   pirate   ancestor,   deep  
deep   down   in   the   crowded,   colourful   coral   reef.   You   might   say   the   reef  
is   the   real   treasure!   (Collage)  

Sept.  
26  

Surfing   on   a   Sound  
Wave  

Did   you   know   The   Magic   School   Bus   theme   was   recorded   by   Little  
Richard,   one   of   the   greatest   rock   stars   ever?What   instruments   were  
used   in   the   theme   song?   Let’s   make   our   own   instruments   and   play  
along   with   the   song!   (Music)  

Oct.   3  
Frizzle’s   Fabulous  

Fashions  

Have   you   ever   noticed   Ms.   Frizzle’s   wondrous   wardrobe?   Whether   it’s  
a   solar   system   hat,   sandwich   earrings,   triceratops   shoes,   or   a  
lighthouse   dress   that   really   lights   up,   Ms.   Frizzle   always   dresses  
perfectly   for   her   field   trips.   What   sensational   scientific   accessories   will  
YOU   create?   (Costuming)  

Oct.  
10  

Puppets,   Do   Your  
Stuff!  

Can   you   create   your   own   Magic   School   Bus   episode?   What   about   Liz,  
the   Friz,   Arnold,   and   Dorothy   Ann?   Use   them   to   act   out   your   favourite  
fantastical   field   trips!   (Puppets)  

Oct.  
17  

Your   Own   Magic   Bus  
You’re   the   one   behind   the   wheel   now!   If   you   had   your   own   magic  
school   bus,   where   would   you   go?   Tell   the   story   of   your   own   frizztacular  
adventure   through   pictures.   (Drawing)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   aide   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!   Also  
Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes   or   event  

grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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MAGIC   SCHOOL   BUS   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   3-4   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

FINE   ARTS  
(Includes   30  

mins   of   music  
each   class)  

 
 

9:30   AM   to  
NOON  

Sept.  
17  

Captain   Redbeard’s  
Sunken   Treasure  

In   “The   Magic   School   Bus   Takes   a   Dive”,   Ms.   Frizzle   leads   an  
expedition   to   find   the   sunken   treasure   of   her   pirate   ancestor,   deep  
deep   down   in   the   crowded,   colourful   coral   reef.   You   might   say   the  
reef   is   the   real   treasure!   (Collage)  

Sept.  
24  

Surfing   on   a   Sound  
Wave  

Did   you   know   The   Magic   School   Bus   theme   was   recorded   by   Little  
Richard,   one   of   the   greatest   rock   stars   ever?What   instruments   were  
used   in   the   theme   song?   Let’s   make   our   own   instruments   and   play  
along   with   the   song!   (Music)  

Oct.   1  
Frizzle’s   Fabulous  

Fashions  

Have   you   ever   noticed   Ms.   Frizzle’s   wondrous   wardrobe?   Whether  
it’s   a   solar   system   hat,   sandwich   earrings,   triceratops   shoes,   or   a  
lighthouse   dress   that   really   lights   up,   Ms.   Frizzle   always   dresses  
perfectly   for   her   field   trips.   What   sensational   scientific   accessories  
will   YOU   create?   (Costuming)  

Oct.   8  
Puppets,   Do   Your  

Stuff!  

Can   you   create   your   own   Magic   School   Bus   episode?   What   about  
Liz,   the   Friz,   Arnold,   and   Dorothy   Ann?   Use   them   to   act   out   your  
favourite   fantastical   field   trips!   (Puppets)  

Oct.  
15  

Your   Own   Magic   Bus  
You’re   the   one   behind   the   wheel   now!   If   you   had   your   own   magic  
school   bus,   where   would   you   go?   Tell   the   story   of   your   own  
frizztacular   adventure   through   pictures.   (Drawing)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

L.A./   Social  
Studies  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Sept.  
17  

Fact   vs.   Fiction  
At   the   end   of   each   Magic   School   Bus   episode,   viewers   call   in   to   ask  
questions   -   and   to   point   out   the   liberties   the   show   takes   with  
scientific   fact!   What   is   fact?   What   is   fiction?   How   do   you   tell   the  
difference?   (Critical   Thinking)  

Sept.  
24  

Books   vs.   TV  
The   Magic   School   Bus   TV   show   is   based   on   a   wonderful   series   of  
books   by   Joanna   Cole.   How   is   reading   different   from   watching   TV?  
Which   of   the   two   do   you   find   easier   to   understand?   (Reading  
Comprehension)  

Oct.   1  
B-U-S,   You   Know  
What   That   Spells  

The   Magic   School   Bus   teaches   us   a   lot   about   science,   but   if   you  
listen,   you’ll   notice   a   lot   of   words   that   you   may   not   have   heard  
before.   What   are   they?   Can   you   write   them   out?   Today’s   class   is   all  
about   having   fun   with   words.   (Printing   /Vocabulary)  

Oct.   8  
“The   Magic   School  

Bus   and   the  
Busasaurus”  

Alberta’s   rich   fossil   heritage   contributes   to   our   environment,   our  
culture,   and   our   economy   in   a   HUGE   way.   Did   you   know   that   Alberta  
has   a   dinosaur   named   after   it?   Or   that   Alberta’s   official   stone   is  
petrified   wood?   And   what   about   Ms.   Frizzle’s   class,   what   kinds   of  
dinosaurs   do   they   meet   when   the   Magic   School   Bus   goes   back   in  
time?   (Alberta:   A   Sense   of   the   Land)  

Oct.  
15  

Ways   of   Knowing   Who  
I   Am  

The   Magic   School   Bus   has   the   power   to   shrink   down   and   explore  
inside   human   beings.   Who   are   you,   deep   down   inside?   It   even   has  
the   power   to   travel   through   time.   What   are   the   stories   you’ve   been  
told   about   your   people   and   your   past?   (Storytelling)   (FNMI)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   aide   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!  
Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes  

or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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MAGIC   SCHOOL   BUS   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   3-4   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

WELLNESS  
(Includes   30   mins  
of   PE    each   class)  

 
9:30   AM   to   NOON  

Sept.  
19  

Welcome,   Class!  
Welcome   to   a   new   year!   Start   getting   to   know   your   classmates.  
What   are   their   names?   What   do   they   like?   If   they   could   go   on   one  
Magic   School   bus   field   trip,   what   would   it   be?    (Interactions)  

Sept.  
26  

“The   Magic   School  
Bus   Works   Out”  

What   happens   to   your   body   during   exercise?   The   lungs,   blood,  
heart   and   muscles   work   together   as   an   “oxygen   team”   to   deliver  
oxygen   to   the   muscles.   Once   more,   Ms.   Frizzle’s   class   travels  
inside   the   human   body   to   get   a   closer   look.   (Personal   Health)  

Oct.   3  
Red   Light,   Green  

Light  

Following   the   rules   keeps   everyone   safe.   For   example,   if   a   bus  
driver   comes   to   a   red   light,   she   stops.   When   you   learn   and   play   with  
others,   you   have   to   know   how   to   stop   when   your   friends,   parents,   or  
teachers   give   you   the   “red   light.”   It’s   also   important   to   know   how   to  
say   “STOP”   when   you   get   a   bad   feeling   about   something.  
(Interactions)  

Oct.  
10  

“The   Magic   School  
Bus   For   Lunch”  

What   happens   to   the   food   we   eat?   One   of   Ms.   Frizzle’s   most  
memorable   field   trips   was   when   the   Magic   School   Bus   shrunk   down  
and   made   its   way   through   Arnold’s   digestive   system.   It’s   certainly  
food   for   thought!   (Personal   Health)  

Oct.  
17  

Travel   Safety  
Miss   Frizzle’s   class   has   a   lot   of   fun,   but   let’s   be   honest   -   those   field  
trips   are   WAY   dangerous!   What   do   we   know   about   how   to   travel  
safely   on   the   bus,   on   foot,   or   in   a   car?   (Safety   &   Responsibility)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

SCIENCE   /   MATH  
 

12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Sept.  
19  

“Butterfly   and   the  
Bog   Beast”  

Butterflies   are   so   beautiful,   but   you   ever   thought   about   how   their  
colourful   wings   might   help   them   survive?   Or   about   what   they   look  
like   as   babies?   Do   they   even   have   wings   at   all?   (Life   Cycles)  

Sept.  
26  

“The   Magic   School  
Bus   Goes   Upstream”  

Salmon   are   among   the   most   fascinating   fish.   They   can   live   in   both  
freshwater   and   saltwater,   and   they   travel   hundreds   of   miles   to  
reproduce   where   they   were   born.   Ms.   Frizzle   and   her   class   get   the  
tail   straight   from   the   fish’s   mouth.    (Animal   Life   Cycles)  

Oct.   3  
Magic   School   Bus  

Math   Explosion  

Get   ready   to   remember   your   math   facts   and   be   the   first   to   explode  
the   volcano!   This   fun   board   game   combines   math   with   a   little  
classroom   chemistry.   (Number)  

Oct.  
10  

“The   Magic   School  
Bus   Gets   a   Bright  

Idea”  

How   fast   does   light   travel?   Does   it   just   keep   going,   or   can   it   stop   or  
change   direction?   Light   is   made   up   of   particles   called   photons   -   or,  
in   Ms.   Frizzle’s   class,   children!   (Light   &   Shadow)  

Oct.  
17  

“The   Good,   the   Bad,  
and   the   Gnocchi”  

This   trek   through   Meatball   Pass   and   across   Alphaghetti   Gully   to   the  
foothills   of   Old   Spaghetti   takes   spaghetti   western   to   a   whole   new  
lever   -   I   mean   level!   (Wheels   &   Levers)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   aide   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!   Also  
Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes   or   event  

grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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MAGIC   SCHOOL   BUS   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   5-6   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

SCIENCE   /  
MATH  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Sept.  
17  

“The   Magic   School  
Bus   in   the   Rainforest”  

Why   won’t   these   cocoa   trees   produce   beans?   Some   say   there’s   a  
curse   on   the   cocoa   beans,   but   science   has   another   answer.   Join  
Ms.   Frizzle’s   team   of   rainforest   investigators   in   finding   the   truth   that  
could   save   the   rainforest.   (Trees   &   Forests)  

Sept.  
24  

“Tim   and   the   Talking  
Trees”  

“If   you   think   you’re   barking   up   the   wrong   tree,   just   ask   it.”   Join   Ms.  
Fiona   Frizzle   (Valerie   Frizzle’s   younger   sister)   on   a   forest   adventure  
to   answer   the   question:   Do   trees   talk?    (Trees   &   Forests)  

Oct.   1  
“The   Magic   School  

Bus   Gets   Ready,   Set,  
Dough”  

Take   chances   and   make   mistakes   with   Ms.   Frizzle’s   class   as   they  
shrink   down   to   size   and   learn   kitchen   chemistry   up   close.   If   you  
think   that   salt   and   sugar   look   alike,   look   again.   And   if   you   think   a  
bus   can’t   run   on   baking   soda,   think   again!   Have   your   cake,   and   your  
chemistry   too.   (Kitchen   Chemistry)  

Oct.   8  
The   Magic   School   Bus  

Math   Explosion  

Get   ready   to   solve   math   questions   and   be   the   first   to   explode   the  
volcano!   This   fun   board   game   combines   math   with   a   little   classroom  
chemistry.   (Classroom   Chemistry/Number)  

Oct.  
15  

“The   Magic   School  
Bus   Gets   Charged”  

Opposites   attract!   Ms.   Frizzle’s   doorbell   is   broken   and   it’s   up   to   her  
students   to   shrink   down   into   lilliputian  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

FINE   ARTS  
(Includes   30  

mins   of   music  
each   class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Sept.  
17  

Captain   Redbeard’s  
Sunken   Treasure  

In   “The   Magic   School   Bus   Takes   a   Dive”,   Ms.   Frizzle   leads   an  
expedition   to   find   the   sunken   treasure   of   her   pirate   ancestor,   deep  
deep   down   in   the   crowded,   colourful   coral   reef.   You   might   say   the  
reef   is   the   real   treasure!   (Collage)  

Sept.  
24  

Surfing   on   a   Sound  
Wave  

Did   you   know   The   Magic   School   Bus   theme   was   recorded   by   Little  
Richard,   one   of   the   greatest   rock   stars   ever?What   instruments   were  
used   in   the   theme   song?   Let’s   make   our   own   instruments   and   play  
along   with   the   song!   (Music)  

Oct.   1  
Frizzle’s   Fabulous  

Fashions  

Have   you   ever   noticed   Ms.   Frizzle’s   wondrous   wardrobe?   Whether  
it’s   a   solar   system   hat,   sandwich   earrings,   triceratops   shoes,   or   a  
lighthouse   dress   that   really   lights   up,   Ms.   Frizzle   always   dresses  
perfectly   for   her   field   trips.   What   sensational   scientific   accessories  
will   YOU   create?   (Costuming)  

Oct.   8  
Puppets,   Do   Your  

Stuff!  

Can   you   create   your   own   Magic   School   Bus   episode?   What   about  
Liz,   the   Friz,   Arnold,   and   Dorothy   Ann?   Use   them   to   act   out   your  
favourite   fantastical   field   trips!   (Puppets)  

Oct.  
15  

Your   Own   Magic   Bus  
You’re   the   one   behind   the   wheel   now!   If   you   had   your   own   magic  
school   bus,   where   would   you   go?   Tell   the   story   of   your   own  
frizztacular   adventure   through   pictures.   (Drawing)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   aide   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!   Also  
Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes   or   event  

grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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MAGIC   SCHOOL   BUS   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   5-6   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

L.A./   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   AM   to   NOON  

Sept.  
19  

Subject   Verb   Object  

Subject,   verb,   object.   That   is   the   structure   of   a   sentence.   Put   them  
in   the   wrong   order   and   your   sentence   may   not   make   sense.  
Example:   if   you   said   “Drives   the   bus   Ms.   Frizzle,”   you   might   get  
some   funny   looks.   Even   worse,   if   you   mix   up   subject   and   object,  
you   might   say   something   like   “The   bus   drives   Ms.   Frizzle,”   and  
what   a   strange   field   trip   that   would   be!   (Sentence   Construction)  

Sept.  
26  

“The   Magic   School  
Bus   and   the  
Busasaurus”  

Alberta’s   rich   fossil   heritage   contributes   to   our   environment,   our  
culture,   and   our   economy   in   a   HUGE   way.   Did   you   know   that  
Alberta   has   a   dinosaur   named   after   it?   Or   that   Alberta’s   official  
stone   is   petrified   wood?   And   what   about   Ms.   Frizzle’s   class,   what  
kinds   of   dinosaurs   do   they   meet   when   the   Magic   School   Bus   goes  
back   in   time?   (Physical   Geography   of   Canada)  

Oct.3  
Fresh   Air,   Fresh  

Water,   Fresh  
Perspectives  

If   you   could   take   the   Magic   School   Bus   across   Canada,   how   would  
you   do   it?   Would   you   explore   Canada’s   waterways   as   a   beaver,   or  
fly   high   over   the   land   as   a   Canada   goose?   There’s   so   much   to   see,  
from   sea   to   sea.   (Physical   Geography   of   Canada)  

Oct.   10  
Ways   of   Knowing  

Who   I   Am  

The   magic   bus   has   the   power   to   shrink   and   explore   inside   human  
beings.   Who   are   you,   deep   down   inside?   It   even   has   the   power   to  
travel   through   time.   What   stories   have   you   been   told   about   your  
people   and   your   past?     (Histories   &   Stories   of   Ways   of   Life   in  
Canada)   (FNMI)  

Oct.   17  Riding   the   Bus  
Riding   the   bus,   we   meet   all   different   people.   They   work   all   kinds   of  
jobs,   speak   all   kinds   of   languages,   and   have   all   kinds   of   families.  
It’s   amazing   how   many   communities   are   represented   on   one   bus!  
(Alberta:   Celebrations   and   Challenges)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

WELLNESS  
(Includes   30   mins  
of   PE    each   class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Sept.  
19  

Welcome,   Class!  
Welcome   to   a   new   year!   Start   getting   to   know   your   classmates.  
What   are   their   names?   What   do   they   like?   If   they   could   go   on   one  
Magic   School   bus   field   trip,   what   would   it   be?    (Interactions)  

Sept.  
26  

“The   Magic   School  
Bus   Works   Out”  

What   happens   to   your   body   during   exercise?   The   lungs,   blood,  
heart   and   muscles   work   together   as   an   “oxygen   team”   to   deliver  
oxygen   to   the   muscles.   Once   more,   Ms.   Frizzle’s   class   travels  
inside   the   human   body   to   get   a   closer   look.   (Personal   Health)  

Oct.   3  
Red   Light,   Green  

Light  

Rules   keep   everyone   safe.   For   example,   if   a   bus   driver   comes   to   a  
red   light,   she   stops.   When   you   learn   and   play   with   others,   you  
have   to   know   how   to   stop   when   your   friends,   parents,   or   teachers  
give   you   the   “red   light.”   It’s   also   important   to   know   how   to   say  
“STOP”   when   you   get   a   bad   feeling   about   something.   (Interactions)  

Oct.   10  
“The   Magic   School  

Bus   Works   Out”  

What   happens   to   the   food   we   eat?   One   of   Ms.   Frizzle’s   most  
memorable   field   trips   was   when   the   Magic   School   Bus   shrunk  
down   and   made   its   way   through   Arnold’s   digestive   system.   It’s  
certainly   food   for   thought!   (Personal   Health)  

Oct.   17  Travel   Safety  
Miss   Frizzle’s   class   has   a   lot   of   fun,   but   let’s   be   honest   -   those   field  
trips   are   WAY   dangerous!   What   do   we   know   about   how   to   travel  
safely   on   the   bus,   on   foot,   or   in   a   car?    (Safety   &   Responsibility)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  
our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay  
to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in  

classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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COUNT   DAY    -   SEPTEMBER   27  
   Mandatory   for   all   Kindergarten   and   Grades   1-9   BlendEd  

students!   All   activities   subject   to   the   weather!  
 

TIME  ITEM  
DESCRIPTION  

PRICE  

10:00   AM   –   2   PM  Pictures  

 
Abbyroad   Photography    will   be   here   to   take   your   student  
pictures.   Family   portrait   available.   No   sitting   fee.   Packages  
vary   in   price.    * Book   sitting   times   at   the   front   desk*  
 

FREE  

9:30   AM   –   1   PM  Bake   Sale   Got   delicious   baked   goods   to   sell?   Tables   are   $5.00   set   up   is  
at   9:00   AM.   Free   for   buyers   to   look   around!  

$5.00  
for  

seller  

9:30   AM   –   1   PM  Sale   Tables  Got   used   books   and   resources   to   sell?   Tables   are   $5.00   set  
up   is   at   9:00   AM.   Free   for   buyers   to   look   around!  

$5.00  
for  

seller  

9:30   AM   -   NOON  Bouncy   House  Jump   off   some   of   that   energy!   Ages   12   and   under.   You   will  
get   a   ticket   when   you   pay   and   a   stamp   when   you   enter.  $2.00  

9:40   AM  Scavenger   Hunt  Grab   a   list   and   start   hunting.   Prizes   for   completed   lists!  FREE  

10:00   AM  Dry   Ice  

Mad   Science   -   Gr.   K-3   (Registration   required)  
Make   an   ice   cube   in   less   than   one   minute,   learn   how   cold  
dry   ice   really   is   and   what   makes   it   dry,   taste   our   Mad  
Science   Burp   Potion,   learn   if   dry   ice   is   an   acid   or   a   base  
through   color   changing   reactions   and   see   what   happens  
when   we   mix   dry   ice   with   liquid   soap!   1   hour  
 

$10.00  

10:30   AM  Outdoor   Games  Various   outside   games   and   activities.  FREE  

11:15   AM  Radical   Robots  

Mad   Science   -   Gr.   4-7   (Registration   required)  
Find   out   about   some   robots   we   use   daily,   the   difference  
between   robots   &   humans,   power   sources   used   by   robots  
(batteries,   water   &   the   sun)   and   then   program   a   robot   to  
move   through   a   maze.   Students   will   take   home   a   Mad  
Science   Robot   Hand!   1   hour  
 

$10.00  

NOON  Hotdog   Lunch  Get   them   while   they   last   –   Hotdog,   pop   and   chip   included!  $5.00  

12:30   PM  Karate   Demo  Watch   students   from   the   EXPERIENCE   Martial   Arts   group  
perform   their   moves!  FREE  

1:00   -   2   PM  Activities  Balloon   Animals,   Craft   Table,   Apples   to   Apples,   Twister,  
Other  FREE  

1:00   PM  Floor   Hockey  

 
Grades   7-12   -   This   one   is   just   for   you.   Come   and   play   a  
warm   up   game!  
 

$2.00  

We  all  make  mistakes!  You  have  48  hours  from  the  time  you  register  to  change  or  cancel  this  registration.  After  that                      
time,  there  are  no  refunds  for  classes  or  events  unless  cancelled  by  Phoenix  but  for  $25.00  you  can  make  a  change!                      
So,  please  read  our  full  cancellation  policy  before  registering.  If  your  child  has  particular  needs,  you  are  their  aide  so                     
be  prepared  to  stay  to  help!  Also  Phoenix  is  NOT  an  allergen-free  zone.  If  your  child  has  severe  allergies,  you  are                      
required  to  stay  on-site.  And  finally:  registration  in  classes  or  event  grants  Phoenix  permission  to  use  photos  or  video                    
taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.   Good   thing   you   read   the   fine   print!   ;-)  
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MAGIC   SCHOOL   BUS  
FEAST  

 
Join   us   on   Friday  

October   18,   2019  
Noon   –   1:30   PM  

Crafts,   feast,   games   and   activities.  
School   Bus   Box   lunch   with   juice   box,   sandwich,   veggie   sticks   and   a   Magic   School   Bus   cupcake.  

 
REGISTRATION   REQUIRED!  

Fee:   $10.00   per   person   or   $40.00   for   a   family   (mom,   dad   and   up   to   4   of   their   kids)  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
HALLOWEEN   DANCE  

Join   us   on   Wednesday  

October   30  
6:30   -   8:00   PM  

FAMILY   DANCE  
Tickets   $5.00   each   /   $20   per   family  
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FALL   CAMPS  
 

Camps,  just  like  the  rest  of  our  programming,  may  include  art,  music  and  technology.  Research  says  that                  
kids  learn  better  in  small  groups  where  learning  is  tied  in  with  real  life  and  is  messy!  What  have  you  done                      
today   that   is   messy   and   really   “gets   into   learning”?   
 
2-2-2:  Camps  start  at  10:00  AM  and  12:30  PM,  they  run  for 2  hours  over 2  weeks,  and 2 camps  are                      
included   in   the   BlendEd   program   over   the   year.    Fees   apply   for   any   additional   camps.  
 

  

FALL   Camps   (2   Weeks)   
$40.00   each   for   Phoenix   students   or   $48.00   for   non-members  

Dates   Oct   29   +   Nov   5  Oct   31   +   Nov   7  

Day  Tuesday  Thursday  

Grade  Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  

10:00  
AM  

 
Bees   and   Bugs  

 
Big   bugs,   little   bugs,  
crawly   bugs,   buzzy  
bugs   ---   some   are  

dangerous,   some   are  
funny,   and   some   help  
us   out   in   unexpected  
ways.   Join   us   for   bug  
treats,   bug   crafts   and  

lots   of   buggy   fun.  
 
 
 

 
Dino-Mania!  

 
What’s   your   favourite  

dinosaur?   Is   it   a  
carnivore   or   an  

herbivore?   Does   it   have  
bony   plates   or   a   long  

neck   or   a   spiky   club   on  
the   end   of   its   tail?   There’s  

so   much   to   learn   and  
enjoy   when   we   explore  
the   prehistoric   world!  

 
Hallowe’en   and   Other  

Fall   Traditions  
 

The   leaves   are  
changing,   the   weather  

is   getting   colder,   and   it’s  
time   to   enjoy   all   of   our  

wonderful   fall   traditions.  
Learn   about  

Hallowe’en,   Diwali,  
Movember,   and   much,  

much   more!  

 
Math   Maniacs  

 
How   do   numbers   work?  
How   is   math   used   in   the  
everyday   world   around  
us?   Explore   the   math  

behind   patterns,   shapes  
and   the   world   around   us.  
Work   in   groups   to   solve  
math   challenges   on   your  
way   to   becoming   master  

mathematicians.  
 

Appropriate   for   students  
struggling   with   math  

concepts.  
 

12:00  
PM  

Lunch  Lunch  

12:30  
PM  

 
Dino-Mania!  

 
What’s   your   favourite  

dinosaur?   Is   it   a  
carnivore   or   an  

herbivore?   Does   it   have  
bony   plates   or   a   long  

neck   or   a   spiky   club   on  
the   end   of   its   tail?  

There’s   so   much   to  
learn   and   enjoy   when  

we   explore   the  
prehistoric   world!  

 
 
 

 
Bees   and   Bugs  

 
Why   are   bugs   important?  

What   role   to   they   fill   in  
our   ecosystems?   Good  
and   Bad.   We   will   learn  
about   bugs   as   food,   in  

food   production   and   how  
our   actions   can   harm  
them.   Can   we   learn   to  

live   together   and   harness  
the   amazing   power   of  

bugs?  

 
Math   Maniacs  

 
How   do   numbers   work?  
How   is   math   used   in   the  
everyday   world   around  
us?   Explore   the   math  

behind   patterns,   shapes  
and   the   world   around  
us.   Work   in   groups   to  
solve   math   challenges  

on   your   way   to  
becoming   mini  

mathematicians.  

 
Hallowe’en   and   Other  

Fall   Traditions  
 

The   leaves   are  
changing,   the   weather   is  

getting   colder,   and   it’s  
time   to   enjoy   all   of   our  

wonderful   fall   traditions.  
Learn   about   Hallowe’en,  
Diwali,   Movember,   and  

much,   much   more!  
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SQUAWKCAST  
 

Join   our   school   founders   Jill   Mann   and   Diana  
Stinn   for   half   an   hour   of   fun,   discussion   and  
various   educational   topics.  
 

● FREE  
● FUNNY  
● FULL   OF   INFORMATION  

www.phoenixfoundation.ca  
 

 

REMEMBRANCE   DAY  
CEREMONY  

Nov.   8,   2019  
  11:00   AM   -   Noon  

FREE  
 
 

We   will   be   celebrating   the   peace   we   enjoy   in   Canada.  
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WELCOME   TO  

GERMANY  
 
 

 

 

*The  fee  for  classes  is  $150  per  block  of  5  classes  for  non-members  or  $125  for  Phoenix                                  
students.  You  have  48  hours  from  time  of  registration  to  make  any  changes  or  to  cancel  your                                  
booking.  A�er  that,  there  are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not  transferable.  You  may  switch                              
classes  but  a  $25.00  fee  will  apply.  Registration  grants  Phoenix  permission  to  take  &  use                              
photos  from  the  event  on  school  website,  Facebook  site  &  in  print  materials.  Phoenix  is  NOT  an                                  
allergen-free   zone  
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Theme   2:   GERMANY   -   OVERVIEW  
Tuesday  

Date  Grade   1-2  Grade   3-4  Grade   5-6  

9:30   -   NOON  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK   

Nov.   12  Where   is   Germany?    (Global   Citizenship)  Gutenberg   Press   (Print   Making)  Surprising   German   Inventions  

Nov.   19  A   Brief   History   (Global   Citizenship)  Ludwig   von   Beethoven   (Music)  The   Black   Forest   (Trees   &   Forests)  

Nov   26  Let’s   Speak   German!   (Languages)  Fairy   Tale   Theatre   (Drama)  Junkers   J1   (Aerodynamics/Flight)  

Dec.   3  Brothers   Grimm   Part   1   (Stories)  German   Folk   Songs   (Music)  Copernicus   (Sky   Science)  

Dec.   10  Brothers   Grimm   Part   2   (Stories)  Nutcracker   (Dance/Costuming)  Bayer’s   Star   Atlas   (Sky   Science)  

12:00   -   12:30  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -   3:00   WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  

Nov.   12  Feelings   in   German   (Feelings)  Where   is   Germany?    (Global   Citizenship)  Gutenberg   Press   (Print   Making)  

Nov.   19  Gesundheit!   (Personal   Health)  A   Brief   History   (Global   Citizenship)  Ludwig   von   Beethoven   (Music)  

Nov.   26  German   Cuisine   (Personal   Health)  Traditions   &   Celebrations   (Global   Citizenship)  Fairy   Tale   Theatre   (Drama)  

Dec.   3  Kinder   in   Deutschland    (Group   Roles)  Brothers   Grimm   Part   1   (Stories)  German   Folk   Songs   (Music)  

Dec.   10  Hansel   &   Gretel    (Safety/Responsibility)  Brothers   Grimm   Part   2   (Stories)  Nutcracker   (Dance/Costuming)  
 

Thursday  

9:30   -   NOON  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  

Nov.   14  Sights   &   Sounds   of   Germany    (Senses)  Feelings   in   German   (Feelings)  Where   Is   Germany?   (Paragraphs)  

Nov.   21  Sauerkraut   &   Pretzels   (Senses)  Gesundheit!   (Personal   Health)  Traditions   &   Celebrations     (Global   Cit)  

Nov.   28  Eins,   Zwei,   Drei   Volkswagens!   (Math)  German   Cuisine   (Personal   Health)  History   and   Research  

Dec.   5  Rumpelstiltskin   (Math)  Kinder   in   Deutschland    (Group   Roles)  Brothers   Grimm   1   (Creating   Text)  

Dec.   12  Spreewald   Boat   Trip   (Buoyancy)  Hansel   &   Gretel    (Safety   &   Responsibility)  Brothers   Grimm    2   (Present   &   Share)  

12:00   -   12:30   LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -   3:00   FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  

Nov.   14  Gutenberg   Press   (Print   Making)  Heidelberg   Part   1   (Building/Testing)  Feelings   in   German   (Feelings)  

Nov.   21  Ludwig   von   Beethoven   (Music)  Heidelberg   Part   2   (Testing   Design)  Gesundheit!   (Personal   Health)  

Nov.   28  Fairy   Tale   Theatre   (Drama)  Clocks   &   Carousels    (Building   Devices)  German   Cuisine   (Personal   Health)  

Dec.   5  German   Folk   Songs   (Music)  Renewable   Energy    (Waste   &   Our   World)  Kinder   in   Deutschland    (Group   Roles)  

Dec.   12  Nutcracker   (Dance/Costuming)  Spreewald   Boat   Trip     (Waste   &   Our   World)  Hansel   &   Gretel    (Safety   &   Responsibility)  
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GERMANY   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   1-2   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

L.A./   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Nov.  
12  

Where   is   Germany?  
Can   you   point   to   Germany   on   a   map?   Did   you   know   that   the   German  
economy   is   the   biggest   in   Europe,   or   that   the   German   coat   of   arms  
features   a   black   eagle   on   a   yellow   shield?   Learn   about   Germany’s  
land,   climate,   population,   government,   and   more.    (Global   Citizenship)  

Nov.  
19.   

A   Brief   History   of  
Germany  

Germany   as   we   know   it   has   existed   for   less   than   30   years,   but   the  
German   lands   and   people   have   some   of   the   most   interesting   and  
important   history   you   will   ever   learn.   (Global   Citizenship)  

Nov.  
26  

Let’s   Speak   German!  
Ein   wenig   Deutsch!   “Guten   tag!   Wie   geht’s?”   “Mir   geht’s   gut!   Danke!”   If  
you   don’t   know   what   these   phrases   mean,   then   come   to   class   and   get  
ready   to   speak   German   wunderbar!   (Languages)  

Dec.   3  
The   Brothers  
Grimm:   Part   1  

Jacob   and   Wilhelm   Grimm   were   brothers   who   traveled   all   around  
Germany   collecting   stories.   They   listened   to   the   stories   people   told   and  
wrote   them   down   so   that   they   would   last   forever.   We   have   the   Brothers  
Grimm   to   thank   for   Sleeping   Beauty,   Snow   White,   Rapunzel   and   many  
more   of   your   favourite   fairy   tales.   (Stories)  

Dec.  
10  

The   Brothers  
Grimm:   Part   2  

Last   week   we   began   our   journey   into   the   Brothers   Grimm’s   magical  
world   of   enchantments,   curses,   and   fabulous   beasts,   and   this   week   we  
continue   our   quest.   (Stories)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

WELLNESS  
(Includes   30  
mins   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Nov.  
12  

Feelings   in   German  

If   you’re   happy,   or   angry,   or   worried,   or   proud,   should   you   keep   it  
inside?   Nein!   Feelings   are   meant   to   be   talked   about   and   celebrated!  
And   sometimes   it’s   easier,   and   a   lot   more   fun,   to   talk   about   them   in  
German.   Are   you   glücklich?   Do   you   have   angst?   Are   you   besorgt?  
What   is   Gemütlichkeit?   (Understanding   &   Expressing   Feelings)  

Nov.  
19  Gesundheit!  

Have   you   ever   heard   the   word   “Gesundheit!”   after   somebody   sneezed?  
It’s   a   German   word   used   to   wish   someone   good   health.   Today’s   class  
is   about   healthy   habits   to   keep   you   from   getting   sick.   (Personal   Health)  

Nov.  
26  

German   Cuisine  

German   food   will   keep   you   warm   through   the   cold   Alpine   winter.  
Spätzle,   bratwurst   and   kartoffelpuffer   are   fun   to   say   and   delicious   to  
eat!   When   you   eat   like   a   German,   it’s   important   to   run   and   play   and  
have   a   lot   of   fun   so   you   can   burn   off   all   that   extra   energy.   (Personal  
Health)  

Dec.   3  
Kinder   in  

Deutschland,   Kinder  
in   Kanada  

School   starts   at   7:30   in   the   morning   in   Germany,   and   kids   start   going  
when   they’re   2   or   3   years   old.   What   age   were   you   when   you   started  
school?   Most   families   in   Germany   have   a   mom,   a   dad,   and   one   kid.  
What   is   your   own   family   like?   What   languages   do   you   speak   at   home?  
You   may   find   that   your   friends’   families   do   things   differently   from   yours.  
All   across   Canada,   and   all   across   the   world,   people   are   living   in   a   lot   of  
different   ways.   (Group   Roles   and   Processes)  

Dec.  
10  

Hansel   &   Gretel  

Two   kids   are   lost   and   hungry   in   a   dark   German   forest,   and   what   do  
they   find?   A   gingerbread   house!   Too   good   to   be   true!   Things   that   are  
delicious   can   be   dangerous   too.   Hot   chocolate   can   burn   you.   Nice  
people   can   do   mean   things.   Let’s   build   gingerbread   houses   and   learn  
about   safety   and   health   holidays.    (Safety   &   Responsibility)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   aide   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!   Also  
Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes   or   event  

grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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GERMANY   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   1-2   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

SCIENCE   /   MATH  
 

9:30   AM   to   NOON  

Nov.  
14  

Sights   &   Sounds   of  
Germany  

Travelling   in   Germany,   what   do   you   see?   What   do   you   hear?   How  
do   your   senses   of   sight,   sound,   and   touch   keep   you   safe   and   bring  
excitement   to   your   journey?   (Senses)  

Nov.  
21  

Sauerkraut   &  
Pretzels  

German   food   can   smell   and   taste   very   strong.   Just   one   whiff   of  
sauerkraut   will   whisk   you   away   to   that   faraway   land.    (Senses)  

Nov.  
28  

Eins,   Zwei,   Drei  
Volkswagens!  

How   many   punch   buggies   do   you   see?   Eins,   zwei,   drei   means  
one,   two   three!   (Number)  

Dec.   5  Rumpelstiltskin  

Rumpelstiltskin   was   a   mischievous   little   man   who   would   get   what  
he   wanted   from   you   unless   you   could   guess   his   name.   But   since  
you   already   know   his   name,   now   he   wants   you   to   guess   how  
many   gold   coins   he   has   in   his   pocket.   Use   your   number  
knowledge   to   outwit   Rumpelstiltskin!   (Number)  

Dec.  
12  

Spreewald   Boat  
Trip  

If   you   built   a   boat   to   carry   you   through   the   Spreewald   Biosphere  
Reserve   so   you   could   see   its   stunning   natural   beauty,   what  
materials   would   you   use?   How   would   you   make   it   float?  
(Buoyancy   &   Boats)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

FINE   ARTS  
(Includes   30   mins  

of   music   each  
class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Nov.  
14  

The   Gutenberg  
Press  

Johannes   Gutenberg’s   printing   press   was   one   of   the   most  
important   inventions   ever.   You   could   think   of   it   like   the   first   printer.  
We’ll   learn   some   wonderful   things   about   printing,   and   then   print  
our   own   impressive   creations.   (Print   Making)  

Nov.  
21  

Ludwig   von  
Beethoven  

German-born   Ludwig   von   Beethoven   is   one   of   the   greatest  
composers   of   all   time.   He   wrote   some   of   the   most   beautiful   music  
you   will   ever   hear,   but,   incredibly,   he   did   his   best   composing   after  
going   completely   deaf!   Learn   about   this   amazing   man   and   the   gift  
of   music   he   gave   to   the   world.   (Music)  

Nov.  
28  

Fairy   Tale   Theatre  Today   we   will   be   working   together   as   a   class   to   bring   one   of   the  
Grimms   Brothers’   timeless   fairy   tales   to   life.   (Drama)  

Dec.   5  German   Folk   Songs  
What,   you   don’t   know   any   German   songs?   Are   you   sure?   Silent  
Night   and   O   Tannenbaum   are   famous   Christmas   carols,   and   they  
both   come   from   Germany.   Singing   in   German   might   be   easier   than  
you   think!   (Music)  

Dec.  
12  

Nutcracker  

What   do   you   know   about   ballet?   If   you   know   anything   at   all,   you  
know   The   Nutcracker,   the   most   popular,   most   performed   ballet   of  
all   time,   about   Clara   and   Fritz’s   magical   journey   to   the   land   of  
sweets.   How   does   The   Nutcracker   capture   our   hearts   year   after  
year?    (Dance/Costuming)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   aide   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!   Also  
Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes   or   event  

grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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GERMANY   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   3-4   LEVEL  

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

FINE   ARTS  
(Includes   30   mins  

of   music   each  
class)  

 
9:30   AM   to   NOON  

Nov.   12  
The   Gutenberg  

Press  

Johannes   Gutenberg’s   printing   press   was   one   of   the   most  
important   inventions   ever.   You   could   think   of   it   like   the   first  
printer.   We’ll   learn   some   wonderful   things   about   printing,   and  
then   print   our   own   impressive   creations.   (Print   Making)  

Nov.   19  
Ludwig   von  
Beethoven  

German-born   Ludwig   von   Beethoven   is   one   of   the   greatest  
composers   of   all   time.   He   wrote   some   of   the   most   beautiful  
music   you   will   ever   hear,   but,   incredibly,   he   did   his   best  
composing   after   going   completely   deaf!   Learn   about   this  
amazing   man   and   the   gift   of   music   he   gave   to   the   world.   (Music)  

Nov.   26  Fairy   Tale   Theatre  Today   we   will   be   working   together   as   a   class   to   bring   one   of   the  
Grimms   Brothers’   timeless   fairy   tales   to   life.   (Drama)  

Dec.   3  German   Folk   Songs  
What,   you   don’t   know   any   German   songs?   Are   you   sure?   Silent  
Night   and   O   Tannenbaum   are   famous   Christmas   carols,   and  
they   both   come   from   Germany.   Singing   in   German   might   be  
easier   than   you   think!   (Music)  

Dec.   10  Nutcracker  

What   do   you   know   about   ballet?   If   you   know   anything   at   all,   you  
know   The   Nutcracker,   the   most   popular,   most   performed   ballet  
of   all   time,   about   Clara   and   Fritz’s   magical   journey   to   the   land   of  
sweets.   How   does   The   Nutcracker   capture   our   hearts   year   after  
year?    (Dance/Costuming)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

L.A./   Social  
Studies  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Nov.   12  Where   is   Germany?  

Can   you   point   to   Germany   on   a   map?   Did   you   know   that   the  
German   economy   is   the   biggest   in   Europe,   or   that   the   German  
coat   of   arms   features   a   black   eagle   on   a   yellow   shield?   Learn  
about   Germany’s   land,   climate,   population,   government,   and  
more.    (Global   Citizenship)  

Nov.   19  
A   Brief   History   of  

Germany  

Germany   as   we   know   it   has   existed   for   less   than   30   years,   but  
the   German   lands   and   people   have   some   of   the   most   interesting  
and   important   history   you   will   ever   learn.   (Global   Citizenship)  

Nov.   26  
Traditions   &  
Celebrations  

Just   two   weeks   ago,   in   Germany,   parades   of   kids   like   you  
carried   glowing   paper   lanterns   to   celebrate   Martinstag.   Soon  
they   will   celebrate   Weihnachten,   or   Christmas.   Did   you   know  
Christmas   trees   started   as   a   German   tradition?    (Global  
Citizenship)  

Dec.   3  
The   Brothers  
Grimm:   Part   1  

Jacob   and   Wilhelm   Grimm   were   brothers   who   traveled   all  
around   Germany   collecting   stories.   They   listened   to   the   stories  
people   told   and   wrote   them   down   so   that   they   would   last   forever.  
We   have   the   Brothers   Grimm   to   thank   for   Sleeping   Beauty,  
Snow   White,   Rapunzel   and   many   more   of   your   favourite   fairy  
tales.   (Stories)  

Dec.   10  
The   Brothers  
Grimm:   Part   2  

Last   week   we   began   our   journey   into   the   Brothers   Grimm’s  
magical   world   of   enchantments,   curses,   and   fabulous   beasts,  
and   this   week   we   continue   our   quest.   (Stories)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the  
time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.  

Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   aide   so   be   prepared   to  
stay   to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .  

Registration   in   classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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GERMANY   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   3-4   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

WELLNESS  
(Includes   30  
mins   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Nov.  
14  

Feelings   in  
German  

If   you’re   happy,   or   angry,   or   worried,   or   proud,   should   you   keep   it  
inside?   Nein!   Feelings   are   meant   to   be   talked   about   and   celebrated!  
And   sometimes   it’s   easier,   and   more   fun,   to   talk   about   them   in   German.  
Are   you   glücklich?   Do   you   have   angst?   Are   you   besorgt?   What   is  
Gemütlichkeit?   (Understanding   and   Expressing   Feelings)  

Nov.  
21  

Gesundheit!  
Have   you   ever   heard   the   word   “Gesundheit!”   after   somebody   sneezed?  
That’s   a   German   word   used   to   wish   someone   good   health.   Today’s  
class   is   about   healthy   habits,   good   hygiene,   and   how   to   keep   from  
getting   sick.   (Personal   Health)  

Nov.  
28  German   Cuisine  

German   food   sticks   to   your   ribs   and   keeps   you   warm   through   the  
Alpine   winter.   Spätzle,   bratwurst   and   kartoffelpuffer   are   fun   to   say   and  
delicious   to   eat!   When   you   eat   like   a   German,   it’s   important   to   run  
around   and   have   a   lot   of   fun   so   you   can   burn   off   all   that   extra   energy.  
(Personal   Health)  

Dec.   5  
Kinder   in  

Deutschland,  
Kinder   in   Kanada  

School   starts   at   7:30   in   the   morning   in   Germany,   and   kids   start   going  
when   they’re   2   or   3   years   old.   What   age   were   you   when   you   started  
school?   Most   families   in   Germany   have   a   mom,   a   dad,   and   one   kid.  
What   is   your   own   family   like?   What   languages   do   you   speak   at   home?  
You   may   find   that   your   friends’   families   do   things   differently   from   yours.  
All   across   Canada,   and   all   across   the   world,   people   are   living   in   a   lot   of  
different   ways.   (Group   Roles   and   Processes)  

Dec.  
12  

Hansel   and   Gretel  

Two   kids   are   lost   and   hungry   in   a   dark   German   forest,   and   what   do  
they   find?   A   house   of   gingerbread!   Too   good   to   be   true!   Things   that   are  
delicious   can   be   dangerous   too.   Hot   chocolate   can   burn   you.   Nice  
people   can   do   mean   things.   With   Christmas   coming,   it’s   the   perfect  
time   to   build   gingerbread   houses   and   learn   about   safe,   healthy   choices  
for   the   holidays.    (Safety   &   Responsibility)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

SCIENCE   /  
MATH  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Nov.  
14  

Heidelberg   Part   1  
Visiting   the   city   of   Heidelberg   is   like   stepping   into   medieval   times.   The  
Hotel   Zum   Ritter   is   over   5   centuries   old,   and   the   town   has   been   there  
for   more   than   16   centuries!   Come   recreate   Heidelberg   right   here   at  
Phoenix.    (Building   With   a   Variety   of   Materials/Testing   Materials   &   Design)  

Nov.  
21  

Heidelberg   Part   2  
How   have   the   buildings   in   Heidelberg   survived   for   hundreds   of   years?  
They   were   built   to   last.   You   have   built   your   own   Heidelberg   buildings   -  
now   it’s   time   to   see   how   stable   they   are!   (Testing   Materials   &   Design)  

Nov.  
28  

Cuckoo   Clocks   &  
Candle   Carousels  

  Cuckoo   clocks   have   a   lot   of   moving   parts   -   they   have   to,   to   tell   the   time  
AND   eject   a   mechanical   cuckoo   on   the   hour!   Candle   carousels   are  
much   simpler:   the   hot   air   rising   from   the   candle   flame   makes   the  
carousel   spin.   What   mechanical   marvel   can   YOU   create?   (Building  
Devices   That   Move)  

Dec.   5  Renewable   Energy  
Germany   leads   the   world   in   renewable   energy,   and   the   word  
Energiewende   is   used   to   describe   the   transition   away   from   the   use   of  
coal   and   oil.   Learn   about   wind   energy,   solar   energy,   and   sustainable  
choices.(Waste   &   Our   World)  

Dec.  
12  

Spreewald   Boat  
Trip  

UNESCO   recognizes   Biosphere   Reserves   to   preserve   and   protect  
examples   of   a   balanced   relationship   between   people   and   nature.  
Spreewald   is   an   important   tourist   destination,   but   also   a   biosphere  
reserve.   Why   is   it   protected?   What   can   it   teach   us?    (Waste   &   Our   World)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   aide   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!  
Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes  

or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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GERMANY   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   5-6   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

SCIENCE   /  
MATH  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Nov.  
12  

Surprising   German  
Inventions  

From   the   bicycle   to   the   printing   press,   from   gummy   bears   to   the  
Christmas   Tree,   you’ll   never   believe   how   many   everyday   things  
were   invented   in   Germany.  

Nov.  
19  

The   Black   Forest  
The   Black   Forest   in   southwestern   Germany   isn’t   just   the   birthplace  
of   Black   Forest   ham   and   Black   Forest   cake   -   it’s   also   the   only  
place   where   you   can   find   Hinterwald   cattle,   Black   Forest   Horses,  
and   the   giant   earthworm   Lumbricus   badensis.   (Trees   &   Forests)  

Nov.  
26  

The   Junkers   J1  
Back   when   planes   were   made   of   wood   and   canvas,   Hugo   Junkers  
dared   to   build   the   world’s   first   all-metal   aircraft.   How   did   he   get  
metal   to   fly   like   that?   (Air   &   Aerodynamics/Flight)  

Dec.   3  Copernicus  

The   Sun   rises   in   the   east,   sets   in   the   west,   and   rises   in   the   east  
again   -   so   the   Sun   moves   around   the   Earth,   right?   Wrong!   German  
astronomer   Copernicus   started   a   scientific   revolution   when   he  
found   that   the   Sun   stands   still   and   the   Earth   revolves   around   it.  
Learn   all   about   about   our   Sun   and   solar   system.   (Sky   Science)  

Dec.  
10  

Bayer’s   Star   Atlas  

In   1603,   Johann   Bayer,   the   German   uranographer   (you   can   look  
that   up!),   created   the   first   star   atlas   of   the   whole   night   sky.   It  
includes   charts   of   60   constellations,   all   engraved   on   copper   plates!  
Bayer’s   work   is   so   important   to   astronomy   that   he   has   a   crater   on  
the   Moon   named   after   him.   (Sky   Science)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

FINE   ARTS  
(Includes   30  

mins   of   music  
each   class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Nov.  
12  

The   Gutenberg   Press  
Johannes   Gutenberg’s   printing   press   was   one   of   the   most  
important   inventions   ever.   You   could   think   of   it   like   the   first   printer.  
We’ll   learn   some   wonderful   things   about   printing,   and   then   print  
our   own   impressive   creations.   (Print   Making)  

Nov.  
19  

Ludwig   von  
Beethoven  

German-born   Ludwig   von   Beethoven   is   one   of   the   greatest  
composers   of   all   time.   He   wrote   some   of   the   most   beautiful   music  
you   will   ever   hear,   but,   incredibly,   he   did   his   best   composing   after  
going   completely   deaf!   Learn   about   this   amazing   man   and   the   gift  
of   music   he   gave   to   the   world.   (Music)  

Nov.  
26  

Fairy   Tale   Theatre  Today   we   will   be   working   together   as   a   class   to   bring   one   of   the  
Grimms   Brothers’   timeless   fairy   tales   to   life.   (Drama)  

Dec.   3  German   Folk   Songs  
What,   you   don’t   know   any   German   songs?   Are   you   sure?   Silent  
Night   and   O   Tannenbaum   are   famous   Christmas   carols,   and   they  
both   come   from   Germany.   Singing   in   German   might   be   easier   than  
you   think!   (Music)  

Dec.  
10  

Nutcracker  

What   do   you   know   about   ballet?   If   you   know   anything   at   all,   you  
know   The   Nutcracker,   the   most   popular,   most   performed   ballet   of  
all   time,   about   Clara   and   Fritz’s   magical   journey   to   the   land   of  
sweets.   How   does   The   Nutcracker   capture   our   hearts   year   after  
year?    (Dance/Costuming)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the  
time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.  

Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   aideso   be   prepared   to  
stay   to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .  

Registration   in   classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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GERMANY   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   5-6   LEVEL  

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

L.A./   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   AM   to   NOON  

Nov.  
14  

Where   is   Germany?  
Learn   some   facts   about   Germany   -   such   as   its   population,   exports,  
customs,   and   so   on   -   and   present   those   facts   in   the   form   of   an  
encyclopedia   article.   (Paragraph   Construction)  

Nov.  
21  

Traditions   &  
Celebrations  

Just   two   weeks   ago,   in   Germany,   parades   of   kids   like   you   carried  
glowing   paper   lanterns   to   celebrate   Martinstag.   Soon   they   will  
celebrate   Weihnachten,   or   Christmas.   Did   you   know   Christmas  
trees   started   as   a   German   tradition?    (Global   Citizenship)  

Nov.  
28  

History   &   Research  
The   German   lands   and   people   have   some   of   the   most   interesting  
history   you   will   ever   learn.   Which   episode   from   German   history   or  
German   historical   figure   will   you   choose   to   learn   more   about?  
(Research   Project)  

Dec.   5  
Brothers   Grimm  

(Part   1)  

Jacob   and   Wilhelm   Grimm   were   brothers   who   traveled   all   around  
Germany   collecting   stories.   They   listened   to   the   stories   people   told  
and   wrote   them   down   so   that   they   would   last   forever.   What   is   a  
story   you   have   heard   from   someone   you   know?   Write   it   down,   so  
that   it   can   be   preserved   and   shared.   (Create   Original   Text)  

Dec.  
12  

Brothers   Grimm  
(Part   2)  

Last   week   you   wrote   down   a   story   that   you   heard   from   someone,  
just   like   the   Brothers   Grimm   did   so   many   years   ago.   Today   we   will  
share   our   stories   with   the   class   and   make   observations   about   the  
stories   that   we   have   collected.   (Present   &   Share)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

WELLNESS  
(Includes   30   mins  
of   PE   each   class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Nov.  
14  

Feelings   in   German  

If   you’re   happy,   or   angry,   or   worried,   or   proud,   should   you   keep   it  
inside?   Nein!   Feelings   should   be   talked   about   and   celebrated!   And  
sometimes   it’s   easier,   and   a   lot   more   fun,   to   talk   about   them   in  
German.   Are   you   glücklich?   Do   you   have   angst?   Are   you   besorgt?  
What   is   Gemütlichkeit?   (Understanding   and   Expressing   Feelings)  

Nov.  
21  

Gesundheit!  
Have   you   heard   the   word   “Gesundheit!”   after   somebody   sneezes?  
It’s   a   German   word   to   wish   someone   good   health.   Today’s   class   is  
about   healthy   habits,   hygiene,   and   how   to   prevent   sickness.  
(Personal   Health)  

Nov.  
28  German   Cuisine  

German   food   sticks   to   your   ribs   and   keeps   you   warm   through   the  
cold   Alpine   winter.   Spätzle,   bratwurst   and   kartoffelpuffer   are   fun   to  
say   and   delicious   to   eat!   When   you   eat   like   a   German,   it’s  
important   to   run   around   and   play   to   burn   off   that   extra   energy.  
(Personal   Health)  

Dec.   5  
Kinder   in  

Deutschland,   Kinder  
in   Kanada  

School   starts   at   7:30   in   the   morning   in   Germany,   and   kids   start  
going   when   they’re   2   or   3   years   old.   What   age   were   you   when   you  
started   school?   Most   families   in   Germany   have   a   mom,   a   dad,   and  
one   kid.   What   is   your   own   family   like?   What   languages   do   you  
speak   at   home?   You   may   find   that   your   friends’   families   do   things  
differently   from   yours.   All   across   Canada,   and   all   across   the   world,  
people   are   living   in   a   lot   of   different   ways.    (Group   Roles   and   Processes)  

Dec.  
12  

Hansel   and   Gretel  

Two   kids   are   lost   and   hungry   in   a   dark   German   forest,   and   what   do  
they   find?   A   house   of   gingerbread!   Too   good   to   be   true!   Things  
that   are   delicious   can   be   dangerous   too.   Hot   chocolate   can   burn  
you.   Nice   people   can   do   mean   things.   With   Christmas   coming,   it’s  
the   perfect   time   to   build   gingerbread   houses   and   learn   about   safe,  
healthy   choices   for   the   holidays.    (Safety   &   Responsibility)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   aide   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!  
Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes  

or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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German   Feast  

Join   us   on   Friday,  

December   13,   2019  
Noon   –   1:30   PM  

Crafts,   feast,    games   and   activities.  
Green   Salad,   Sauerbraten   Meatballs,   Black   Forest   Cake,   ”Beer”  

 

REGISTRATION   REQUIRED!  
Fee:   $10.00   per   person   or   $40.00   for   a   family   (mom,   dad   and   up   to   4   of   their   kids)  

 
 

PHOENIX   CAMPUS   IS   CLOSED  
the   following   dates:  

 
August   1-9,   Oct.   21-25,   Dec.   23-Jan   3,   Mar.   2-6,   April   27-May   1,   June   29   -   July   10  

WHY?    We   are   busy   working   behind   the   scenes:    answering   email,   prepping   for   classes,  
cleaning,   marking   submissions   and   more.   Oh   and   occasionally,    we   rest!  
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Christmas   Camps  
These   camps   are   optional   and   fees   apply.   ( Please   note:    these   camps   are   two   hours   each.)  

CHRISTMAS   Camps   (1   Week)   $20.00   each  

Dates   Dec   17   Dec   19  

Day  Tuesday   Thursday  
 Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  

10:00  
AM  

Christmas   Spiders  
Ever   wonder   why   we  

hang   Tinsel   in   our  
Christmas   trees?   Come  
explore   the   legend   of   the  
Christmas   spider   and   find  

out!!   
 

German   Christmas  
Pickles  

The   Weihnachtsgurke,   or  
Christmas   Pickle,   is  
supposedly   a   classic  

German   tradition.   But   it  
may   not   be   quite   as  

traditional   -   or   German   -  
as   you'd   expect.  

Christmas   Market  
No   one   does   Christmas  
quite   like   Germany.   Its  
festive   holiday   season  

includes   traditional  
cookies   and   cakes   sold   in  
markets,   decorative   trees  
and   wreaths   filling   public  

spaces.   Let’s   make   a  
market   of   our   own!  

Advent   Calendars   and  
Christmas   Cards  

They   begin   on   December   1  
and   mark   the   24   days  

before   Christmas.   Today,  
most   Advent   calendars  

include   paper   doors   that  
open   to   reveal   an   image,   a  

verse,   or   piece   of   chocolate.  
Let’s   explore,   make   and  

take!  

12:00   Lunch  Lunch  

12:30  
PM  

German   Christmas  
Pickles  

The   Weihnachtsgurke,   or  
Christmas   Pickle,   is  
supposedly   a   classic  

German   tradition.   But   it  
may   not   be   quite   as  

traditional   -   or   German   -  
as   you'd   expect.  

 

Christmas   Spiders  
Ever   wonder   why   we  

hang   Tinsel   in   our  
Christmas   trees?   Come  
explore   the   legend   of   the  
Christmas   spider   and   find  

out!!   

Advent   Calendars   and  
Christmas   Cards  

They   begin   on   December  
1   and   mark   the   24   days  

before   Christmas.   Today,  
most   Advent   calendars  

include   paper   doors   that  
open   to   reveal   an   image,  

a   verse,   or   piece   of  
chocolate.   Let’s   explore,  

make   and   take!  

Christmas   Market  
No   one   does   Christmas  
quite   like   Germany.   Its  
festive   holiday   season  

includes   traditional   cookies  
and   cakes   sold   in   markets,  

decorative   trees   and  
wreaths   filling   public  
spaces.   Let’s   make   a  

market   of   our   own!  

 

CHRISTMAS   PARTY  
 

Join   your   friends   for   some   lunch,   crafts,   cookies   and   a   visit   from   Santa.  

FRIDAY,   December   20,   2019  
Noon   -   1:30   PM  

Fee:   $10.00   per   student  
$5.00   per   parent  

REGISTRATION   REQUIRED!  
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WINTER   CAMPS  
 

Camps,  just  like  the  rest  of  our  programming,  may  include  art,  music  and  technology.  Research  says  that                  
kids  learn  better  in  small  groups  where  learning  is  tied  in  with  real  life  and  is  messy!  What  have  you  done                      
today  that  is  messy  and  really  “gets  into  LEARNING”? 2-2-2:  Camps  start  at  10:00  AM  and  12:30  PM,                   
they  run  for 2  hours  over 2  weeks,  and 2 camps  are  included  in  the  BlendEd  program  over  the  year.  Fees                      
apply   for   any   additional   camps.  

  

WINTER   Camps   (2   Weeks)   
$40.00   each   for   Phoenix   students   or   $48.00   for   non-members  

Dates   Jan   7   &   14,   2020  Jan   9   &   16,   2020  

Day  Tuesday  Thursday  

 Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  

10:00  
AM  

Creative   Writing  
 

Story   is   an   important  
part   of   all   culture   -   we  
tell   them,   share   them  
and   learn   from   them.  

Explore   the   elements   of  
a   “good”   story   together  

in   this   camp.   (LA)  

Minds   in   Motion  
 

This   is   a   math   sport  
camps   that   will   exercise  

your   mind   and   body!  
Please   bring   gym   shoes,  
a   water   bottle   with   your  

name   on   it   and   be  
prepared   to   play   hard.  

(MATH   /   PE)  

Slime  
 

This   kitchen   chemistry  
class   will   blow   your  

mind!   Let’s   make   and  
play   with   all   kinds   of  
dough,   clay   and   .   .   .  

slime!   (SC)  

Carnival   of   Quebec  
 

Join   Bonhomme   and  
explore   the   delights   of  
the   Winter   festival   in  
Quebec.So   don   your  
red   tuque   and   arrow  

sash   and   get   ready   for  
lots   of   fun.(SS)  

12:00   Lunch  Lunch  

12:30  
PM  

Minds   in   Motion  
 

This   is   a   math   sport  
camps   that   will   exercise  

your   mind   and   body!  
Please   bring   gym  

shoes,   a   water   bottle  
with   your   name   on   it  

and   be   prepared   to   play  
hard.   (MATH   /   PE)  

Creative   Writing  
 

Story   is   an   important   part  
of   all   culture   -   we   tell  
them,   share   them   and  

learn   from   them.   Explore  
the   elements   of   a   “good”  

story   together   in   this  
camp.   (LA)  

Carnival   of   Quebec  
 

Join   Bonhomme   and  
explore   the   delights   of  
the   Winter   festival   in  
Quebec.So   don   your  
red   tuque   and   arrow  

sash   and   get   ready   for  
lots   of   fun.(SS)  

Slime  
 

This   kitchen   chemistry  
class   will   blow   your  

mind!   Let’s   make   and  
play   with   all   kinds   of  
dough,   clay   and   .   .   .  

slime!   (SC)  
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ABORIGINAL   WEEK  
  

ABORIGINAL   WEEK   (1   Week)   

Dates   Jan   21,   2020  Jan   23,   2020  

Day  Tuesday  Thursday  

 Grade   K-3  Grade   4-6  Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  

10:00  
AM  

Dream   Catchers,  
Peace   Pipes   and  
Wampum   Belts  

 
Make   some   First  

Nations   crafts,   play  
some   traditional   games  
as   we   explore   aborginal  

culture.   (FA)  

Teepee   Lore  
 

This   class   will   dig   deeper  
to   some   new   and   old  
stories   from   graphic  

novels   to   oral   story-telling  
traditions   around   a  

campfire.(LA)  

Drumming   and   Dance  
 

The   rhythmic   pounding  
of   drums,   the  

high-pitched   wail   of  
singers,   the   sway   of  

dancers,   come   explore  
aborinal   drumming   and  
dance   traditions.   (FA)  

Traditional   Foods  
 

Bannock,   berries   and  
buffalo   .   .   .   let’s   make  

and   taste   some  
traditional   foods.   We   will  
explore   ways   of   keeping  

and   preserving   food.  
(HEALTH)  

12:00   Lunch  Lunch  

12:30  
PM  

Teepee   Lore  
 

This   class   will   dig  
deeper   to   some   new  
and   old   stories   from  

graphic   novels   to   oral  
story-telling   traditions  

around   a   campfire.(LA)  

Dream   Catchers,  
Peace   Pipes   and  
Wampum   Belts  

 
Make   some   First   Nations  

crafts,   play   some  
traditional   games   as   we  

explore   aborginal   culture.  
(FA)  

Traditional   Foods  
 

Bannock,   berries   and  
buffalo   .   .   .   let’s   make  

and   taste   some  
traditional   foods.   We  
will   explore   ways   of  

keeping   and   preserving  
food.   (HEALTH)  

Drumming   and   Dance  
 

The   rhythmic   pounding  
of   drums,   the  

high-pitched   wail   of  
singers,   the   sway   of  

dancers,   come   explore  
aborinal   drumming   and  
dance   traditions.   (FA)  

 

Family   Literacy   Day  
 
Reading   is   one   of   life’s   great   pleasures,   and   it   is   essential   to   instill   a   love   of   learning   in   students   if   they  
are   to   become   lifelong   learners.   Today   we   celebrate   reading   with   a   slice   of   cake   and   a   free   book!  

 
TUESDAY,   January   28,   2020   

Noon   -   12:30   PM  
FREE  
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Happ�   Chines�   Ne�   Yea�!  
 

Join   us   for   a   delicious   taste   of   China,   a   cup   of  
tea,   and   some   fun   cra�s   to   celebrate   the   Year  

of   the   Rat!  
 

FRIDAY,   January   24  
Noon   -   1:30   PM  
$10.00   per   person  
REGISTRATION   REQUIRED  

 

 

Valentine’s   Day   Family  
Dance  

 

Join   your   friends   to   celebrate   this  
wonderful   day   of   love,   friendship,   and  
appreciation.  

 

SATURDAY,   February   15,   2020   
6:00   -   8:00   PM  
$5.00/person   or   $20.00/Family  
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Pink   shirt   day  
 
Phoenix   is   a   safe   and   caring   school,   and  
we   participate   in   Pink   Shirt   Day   to   show  
our   commitment   to   take   a   stand   against  
bullying,   both   in   and   out   of   school.   
 
WEAR   PINK   TO   SHOW   YOUR   SUPPORT!  
 

THURSDAY,   February   27,   2020  
Noon   -   12:30   PM  
FREE  

 

Jump   Rope   
for   HeaRT  

 

Why   we   Jump  

Supporting   kids’   health   for   37   years,   Jump   Rope   for  
Heart   encourages   kids   to   be   active   and   help   others   by   raising   funds   for  
life-saving   heart   and   stroke   research.   (Open   to   all   kids   in   all   programs)  

Jan.   24   -   11:00   AM    -   Info   session   and   pick   up   pledge   forms  

Feb.   28   -   11:00   AM     -   Jump   Event!  
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WELCOME   TO  

KOREA  
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
**  The  fee  for  classes  is  $150  per  block  of  5  classes  for  non-members  or  $125  for  Phoenix  students.                                      
Individual  classes  are  $30.00  each.  You  have  48  hours  from  time  of  registration  to  make  any  changes  or                                    
to  cancel  your  booking.  A�er  that,  there  are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not  transferable.  You  may                                  
switch  classes  but  a  $25.00  fee  will  apply.  Registration  grants  Phoenix  permission  to  take  &  use  photos                                  
from   the   event   on   school   website,   Facebook   site   &   in   print   materials   .   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone!  
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Theme   3:   KOREA   -   OVERVIEW  
Tuesday  

Date  Grade   1-2  Grade   3-4  Grade   5-6  

9:30   -   NOON  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK   

Jan.   28  Where   Is   Korea?    (Geography)  Traditional   Clothing   (Fabric   Art)  Weather   Watch   (Weather/   Investigation)  

Feb.   4  Daily   Life   in   Korea    (Moving   Forward)  Korean   Brush   Painting   (Painting)  Typhoon!   (Weather   Watch)  

Feb.   11  Hangul   vs.   English   (Printing)  Fan-tastic!   (Sculpture)  Korean   National   Police   Agency    (E&I)  

Feb.   18  Older   Brother,   Younger   Brother   (Story)  Paper   Clay   (Sculpture)  Ancient    X-Files    (Evidence   &   Investigation)  

Feb.   25  Sijo   Poetry   (Experiment   With   Language)  Music   and   Dance   of   Korea   (Music)  Connected   (Electricity)  

12:00   -   12:30  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -   3:00   WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  

Jan.   28  Brothers   and   Sisters   (Interactions)  Where   is   Korea?   (Geographic   Thinking)  Traditional   Clothing   (Fabric   Art)  

Feb.   4  North   and   South   (Interactions)  Daily   Life   in   Korea    (Historical   Thinking)  Korean   Brush   Painting   (Painting)  

Feb.   11  Korean   Cuisine   (Personal   Health)  Hangul   vs.   English    (Printing/Cursive)  Fan-tastic!   (Sculpture)   

Feb.   18  Martial   Arts     (Safety   &   Responsibility)  Older   Brother,   Younger   Brother   (Story)  Paper   Clay   (Sculpture)  

Feb.   25  Mindfulness   (Personal   Health)  Sijo   Poetry   (Experiment   With   Language)  Music   and   Dance   of   Korea   (Music)  
 

Thursday  

9:30   -   NOON  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  

Jan.   30  Colours   of   Korea   (Colour/Senses)  Brothers   and   Sisters   (Interactions)  Where   Is   Korea?   (Geographic   Thinking)  

Feb.   6  Water   Clocks   (Liquids)  North   and   South   (Interactions)  Daily   Life   in   Korea   (Citizens   Participating)  

Feb.   13  Water   Water   Everywhere   (Liquids)  Korean   Cuisine   (Personal   Health)  Hangul   vs.   English   (Enhance   Legibility)  

Feb.   20  Korean   Buildings   (Building   Things)  Martial   Arts    (Safety   &   Responsibility)  Older   Brother,   Younger   Brother   (Story)  

Feb.   27  Duck,   Duck,   Gayageum   (Patterns)  Mindfulness   (Personal   Health)  Sijo   Poetry   (Create   Original   Text)  

12:00   -   12:30   LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -   3:00   FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  

Jan.   30  Traditional   Clothing   (Fabric   Art)  Sounds   of   Korea    (Hearing   &   Sound)  Brothers   and   Sisters   (Interactions)  

Feb.   6  Korean   Brush   Painting   (Painting)  DIY   Instrument   (Hearing   &   Sound)  North   and   South   (Interactions)  

Feb.   13  Fan-tastic!   (Sculpture)  Bean   Sprouts   1    (Plant   Growth   &   Changes)  Korean   Cuisine   (Personal   Health)  

Feb.   20  Paper   Clay   (Sculpture)  Bean   Sprouts   2    (Plant   Growth   &   Changes)  Martial   Arts    (Safety   &   Responsibility)  

Feb.   27  Music   and   Dance   of   Korea   (Music)  Taegeuk   and   Fractions   (Number)  Mindfulness   (Personal   Health)  
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KOREA   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   1-2   LEVEL  

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

L.A./   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Jan.  
28  

Where   Is   Korea?  
RIght   under   China   and   next   to   Japan   is   an   ancient   and   much   disputed  
land.   It   has   been   inhabited   for   roughly   500,000   years,   and   its   name  
means   “land   of   high   mountains   and   sparkling   streams.”   What   else   do  
we   know   about   Korea?   (Geographic   Thinking)  

Feb.   4  Daily   LIfe   in   Korea  

Daily   life   in   Korea   has   undergone   many   great   changes   throughout   its  
tumultuous   history.   Our   way   of   life   in   Canada   is   also   always   changing,  
and   your   parents   lived   in   a   very   different   world   when   they   were   kids.  
What   do   you   know   about   the   history   of   your   family   and   community?  
(Moving   Forward   With   the   Past:   My   Family,   My   History   &   My  
Community)  

Feb.  
11  

Hangul   vs.   English  

Hangul   is   a   very   cool   alphabet   created   in   the   1400s   by   King   Sejong  
the   Great,   and   is   different   from   our   English   alphabet   in   many   ways.  
English   letters   are   printed   one   after   another   in   a   long   chain,   but  
Hangul   stacks   letters   on   top   of   each   other   to   form   syllabic   blocks.   Let’s  
learn   to   write   Korean,   and   get   better   at   writing   English   while   we’re   at   it!  
(Printing)  

Feb.  
18  

Older   Brother,  
Younger   Brother  

In   this   famous   Korean   folk   tale,   when   a   greedy   older   brother   kicks   his  
younger   brother   out   on   the   street,   does   the   younger   brother   become  
angry   and   resentful?   Just   the   opposite:   he   remains   generous   and   kind  
to   all   living   things.   When   he   rescues   a   nest   of   baby   birds   from   a   snake,  
his   life   changes   forever.   (Story)  

Feb.  
25  

Sijo   Poetry  
Sijo   (“shee-jo”)   poems   are   short   and   sweet,   with   only   three   lines   (or  
six),   But   you   can   sure   pack   a   lot   of   content   into   those   lines.   Every   sijo  
has   a   twist   ending   -   what   will   your   twist   be?    (Create   Original   Text)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

WELLNESS  
(includes   30  
mins   of   PE   in  
each   class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Jan.  
28  

Brothers   and  
Sisters  

In   Korea,   you   can   only   call   someone   your   “friend”   if   you   were   both  
born   in   the   same   year!   If   you   are   addressing   someone   older,   you   refer  
to   them   as   big   brother   or   big   sister.   This   is   one   of   the   ways   that   people  
show   respect   for   each   other.   What   about   you?   How   do   you   show  
respect   for   others,   and   give   special   attention   to   your   friends?  
(Interactions,   competitive   play,   manners   and   friendship)  

Feb.   4  North   and   South  

Do   you   know   what   the   “38th   Parallel”   is?   It’s   a   line   that   runs   right  
through   the   middle   of   Korea,   dividing   it   into   North   Korea   and   South  
Korea.   People   on   opposite   sides   of   that   line   have   very   different   lives,  
and   they   haven’t   been   able   to   get   along   for   more   than   60   years.   To   get  
along,   you   have   to   have   trust.   What   are   some   ways   to   promote   trust  
and   kindness   between   people?   (Interactions,   cooperative   play,   conflict  
resolution)  

Feb.  
11  

Korean   Cuisine  
Korean   food   is   delicious,   and   it’s   good   for   you,!   Are   you   brave   enough  
to   try   kimchi,   the   famous   Korean   spicy   fermented   cabbage?   We  
explore   popular   Korean   foods   and   snacks.   (Personal   Health)  

Feb.  
18  

Martial   Arts  
Tang   soo   do,   Taekwondo,   and   Hapkido   are   all   popular   forms   of  
self-defense   in   Canada,   and   they   all   originated   in   Korea.   COME   IN  
LOOSE   CLOTHING,   because   we’ll   be   kicking,   punching,   and   doing  
pushups   today!   (Safety   &   Responsibility)  

Feb.  
25  

Mindfulness  
The   practice   of   mindfulness   has   a   long   history   in   Korea,   and   has   many  
benefits   for   the   body   and   mind.   Learn   how   to   practice   it   on   your   own,  
and   see   how   much   better   you   start   to   feel.   (Personal   Health)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  
our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay  
to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in  

classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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KOREA   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   1-2   LEVEL  

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

SCIENCE  
/   MATH  

 
9:30   AM  
to   NOON  

Jan.  
30  

Colours   of  
Korea  

The   five   traditional   Korean   colours   are   white,   black,   blue,   yellow,   and  
red.   What   have   you   learned   about   those   colours   and   what   happens  
when   you   mix   them?   What   can   your   eyes   tell   you   about   Korean   art  
and   clothing?   (Creating   Colour/Senses)  

Feb.  
6  

Water   Clocks  
Water   has   been   used   to   tell   time   since   very   ancient   days.    How   do  
water   clocks   work?   How   do   modern   clocks   work   and   how   do   we   tell  
time?   What   else   can   water   do?   It   melts,   freezes   and   takes   the   shape  
of   containers!    (Exploring   Liquids   and   telling   time)  

Feb.  
13  

Water   Water  
Everywhere  

Korea   is   a   peninsula,   which   means   it   has   water   on   three   sides.   Does  
it   surprise   you,   then,   that   drinking   water   is   scarce?   Explore  
technologies   like   desalination,   rainwater   harvesting,   and   dams.   See  
how   water   can   erode   landscapes,   how   we   use   to   travel   and   transport  
goods   and   more.    (Exploring   Liquids)  

Feb.  
20  

Korean  
Buildings  

Korea   has   lots   of   wild   and   wonderful   buildings   that   are   amazing   to  
look   at.   Which   one   is   your   favourite?   What   wild   and   wonderful  
building   will   you   create?   (Building   Things)  

Feb.  
27  

Duck,   Duck,  
Gayageum  

Sort   objects   and   translate   repeating   patterns   using   symbols   of  
Korean   culture,   like   mandarin   ducks,   musical   instruments   like   the  
gayageum,   and   bowls   of   bibimbap!   (Patterns   &   Relations)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

FINE  
ARTS  

(Includes  
30   mins   of  

music   each  
class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Jan.  
30  

Traditional  
Korean   Clothing  

Traditional   Korean   clothing   has   its   roots   extending   back   at   least   as  
far   as   the    Three   Kingdoms   Period    (57   B.C.   -   668   A.D.),   as   evidenced  
by   wall   paintings   in   tombs   dating   from   this   period.   The   Korean  
hanbok   represents   one   of   the   most   visible   aspects   of   Korean   culture.  
Let’s   explore   the   beautiful   fabric   and   patterns   then   create   some  
clothing   we   can   wear   to   the   feast!   (Fabric   art)   

Feb.  
6  

Korean   Brush  
Painting  

Traditional   Korean   brush   painting   depicts   beautiful   objects   from  
nature,   such   as   trees,   fruits,   and   birds,   sometimes   using   only   two  
colours!   If   you   have   to   make   a   painting   using   just   black   and   one   other  
colour,   which   colour   will   you   choose?   How   does   Korean   art   combine  
images   of   nature   with   calligraphy?   (Painting)  

Feb.  
13  

Fan-tastic!  

Paper   fans   are   very   useful.   They   can   be   used   for   privacy,   to   cool   off,  
to   shoo   away   insects,   and   to   fan   flames   in   the   fireplace,   plus   they  
look   great   when   they   are   decorated   with   the   five   cardinal   colours  
(blue,   red,   white,   yellow,   and   black).   Ancient   Korean   men   and   women  
carried   them   everywhere.   (Sculpture)  

Feb.  
20  

Paper   Clay  

In   traditional   Korean   art,   there   is   a   type   of   clay   that   isn’t   really   clay.  
It’s   actually   paper,   made   from   mulberry   leaves,   which   is   woven  
together   and   then   covered   with   lacquer.   Mulberry   paper   was  
precious,   and   paper   clay   was   a   way   to   use   all   the   scraps.   Today   we  
are   making   our   own   version   of   paper   clay.   (Sculpture)  

Feb.  
27  

Music   and  
Dance   of   Korea  

Let’s   finish   off   this   theme   with   a   musical   extravaganza!   Korean   music  
and   dance   features   brightly-coloured   costumes,   powerful   emotions,  
and   a   tradition   of   discipline   and   excellence.   (Music)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours  
from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless  

cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you  
are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,  

you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken  
by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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KOREA   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   3-4   LEVEL  

TIME  DATE  LESSON  
TITLES  

DESCRIPTION  
 

FINE  
ARTS  

(Includes  
30   mins   of  

music   each  
class)  

 
9:30   AM  
to   NOON  

Jan.  
28  

Traditional  
Korean  
Clothing  

Traditional   Korean   clothing   has   its   roots   extending   back   at   least   as   far   as  
the    Three   Kingdoms   Period    (57   B.C.   -   668   A.D.),   as   evidenced   by   wall  
paintings   in   tombs   dating   from   this   period.   The   Korean   hanbok   represents  
one   of   the   most   visible   aspects   of   Korean   culture.   Let’s   explore   the  
beautiful   fabric   and   patterns   then   create   some   clothing   we   can   wear   to   the  
feast!   (Fabric   art)   

Feb.  
4  

Korean   Brush  
Painting  

Traditional   Korean   brush   painting   depicts   beautiful   objects   from   nature,  
such   as   trees,   fruits,   and   birds,   sometimes   using   only   two   colours!   If   you  
have   to   make   a   painting   using   just   black   and   one   other   colour,   which  
colour   will   you   choose?   How   does   Korean   art   combine   images   of   nature  
with   calligraphy?   (Painting)  

Feb.  
11  

Fan-tastic!  

Paper   fans   are   very   useful.   They   can   be   used   for   privacy,   to   cool   off,   to  
shoo   away   insects,   and   to   fan   flames   in   the   fireplace,   plus   they   look   great  
when   they   are   decorated   with   the   five   cardinal   colours   (blue,   red,   white,  
yellow,   and   black).   Ancient   Korean   men   and   women   carried   them  
everywhere.   (Sculpture)  

Feb.  
18  

Paper   Clay  

In   traditional   Korean   art,   there   is   a   type   of   clay   that   isn’t   really   clay.   It’s  
actually   paper,   made   from   mulberry   leaves,   which   is   woven   together   and  
then   covered   with   lacquer.   Mulberry   paper   was   precious,   and   paper   clay  
was   a   way   to   use   all   the   scraps.   Today   we   are   making   our   own   version   of  
paper   clay.   (Sculpture)  

Feb.  
25  

Music   &   Dance  
of   Korea  

Let’s   finish   off   this   theme   with   a   musical   extravaganza!   Korean   music   and  
dance   features   brightly-coloured   costumes,   powerful   emotions,   and   a  
tradition   of   discipline   and   excellence.   (Music)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

L.A./  
Social  

Studies  
 

12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Jan.  
28  

Where   is  
Korea?  

RIght   under   China   and   next   to   Japan   is   an   ancient   and   much   disputed  
land.   It   has   been   inhabited   for   roughly   500,000   years,   and   its   name   means  
“land   of   high   mountains   and   sparkling   streams.”   What   else   do   we   know  
about   Korea?     (Geographic   Thinking)  

Feb.  
4  

Daily   Life   in  
Korea  

Daily   life   in   Korea   has   undergone   many   great   changes   throughout   its  
tumultuous   history.   Our   lives   in   Canada   are   also   always   changing,   and  
your   parents   lived   very   differently   when   they   were   kids.   How   is   the   past  
different   from   the   present?   What   about   the   future?   (Historical   Thinking)  

Feb.  
11  

Hangul   vs.  
English  

Hangul   is   a   very   cool   alphabet   created   in   the   1400s   by   King   Sejong   the  
Great,   different   from   our   English   alphabet   in   many   ways.   English   letters  
are   printed   one   after   another   in   a   chain,   but   Hangul   stacks   letters   on   top   of  
each   other   to   form   syllabic   blocks.   Let’s   learn   to   write   Korean,   and   get  
better   at   writing   English   while   we’re   at   it!   (Printing/Cursive)  

Feb.  
18  

Older   Brother,  
Younger  
Brother  

In   this   famous   Korean   folk   tale,   when   a   greedy   older   brother   kicks   his  
younger   brother   out   on   the   street,   does   the   younger   brother   become   angry  
and   resentful?   Just   the   opposite:   he   remains   generous   and   kind   to   all   living  
things.   When   he   rescues   a   nest   of   baby   birds   from   a   snake,   his   life  
changes   forever.   (Story)  

Feb.  
25  

Sijo   Poetry  
Sijo   (“shee-jo”)   poems   are   short   and   sweet,   with   only   3   lines   (or   6),  
But   you   can   sure   pack   a   lot   of   content   into   those   lines.   Every   sijo   has   a  
twist   ending   -   what   will   your   twist   be?   (Experiment   With   Language)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from  
the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by  

Phoenix.   Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary  
teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay  
on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for  

marketing   purposes.  
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KOREA   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   3-4   LEVEL  

TIME  DATE  LESSON  
TITLES  

DESCRIPTION  
 

WELLNESS  
(Includes   30  
mins   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Jan.  
30  

Brothers   and  
Sisters  

What   year   were   you   born?   In   Korea,   you   can   only   call   someone   your  
“friend”   if   you   were   both   born   in   the   same   year!   If   you   are   addressing  
someone   older,   you   refer   to   them   as   your   big   brother   or   big   sister.   This   is  
one   of   the   ways   that   people   show   respect   for   each   other.   What   about   you?  
What   do   you   do   to   show   respect   for   others,   and   to   give   special   attention   to  
your   friends?   ( (Interactions,   competitive   play,   manners   and   friendship)  

Feb.  
76  

North   and  
South  

Do   you   know   what   the   “38th   Parallel”   is?   It’s   a   line   that   runs   right   through  
the   middle   of   Korea,   dividing   it   into   North   Korea   and   South   Korea.   People  
on   opposite   sides   of   that   line   have   very   different   lives,   and   they   haven’t  
been   able   to   get   along   for   more   than   60   years.   To   get   along,   you   have   to  
have   trust.   What   are   some   ways   to   promote   trust   and   kindness   between  
people?   (Interactions,   cooperative   play,   conflict   resolution)  

Feb.  
13  

Korean  
Cuisine  

Korean   food   is   delicious,   and   it’s   good   for   you,!   Are   you   brave   enough   to  
try   kimchi,   the   famous   Korean   spicy   fermented   cabbage?   We   explore  
popular   Korean   foods   and   snacks.   (Personal   Health)  

Feb.  
20  

Martial   Arts  
Tang   soo   do,   Taekwondo,   and   Hapkido   are   all   popular   forms   of  
self-defense   in   Canada,   and   they   all   originated   in   Korea.   COME   IN  
LOOSE   CLOTHING,   because   we’ll   be   kicking,   punching,   and   doing  
pushups   today!   (Safety   &   Responsibility)  

Feb.  
27  

Mindfulness  
The   practice   of   mindfulness   has   a   long   history   in   Korea,   and   has   many  
benefits   for   the   body   and   mind.   Learn   how   you   can   practice   it   on   your   own,  
and   see   how   much   better   you   start   to   feel.   (Personal   Health)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

SCIENCE   /  
MATH  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Jan.  
30  

Sounds   of  
Korea  

Hearing   is   an   important   sense   and   we   use   it   to   navigate   the   world   around  
us.   Explore   each   part   of   the   ear   and   learn:   what   are   the   parts,   what   do  
they   do,   and   how?   Understand   why   we   need   to   protect   our   hearing   and  
what   happens   when   we   lose   it!   We   will   be   exploring   this   topic   using  
sounds   from   Korea.   (Hearing   &   Sound)  

Feb.  
6  

DIY   Korean  
Instrument  

Now   that   we   know   how   more   about   hearing,   let’s   explore   the   sounds   of  
Korea’s   traditional   instruments   and   then   build   our   own!   What   materials   will  
you   use?   How   will   your   instrument   produce   sound?   How   will   you   control  
the   pitch   and   loudness?   (Hearing   &   Sound)  

Feb.  
13  

Bean   Sprouts  
Part   1  

If   you   are   familiar   with   Korean   cuisine,   you   know   that   bean   sprouts   can  
make   a   delicious,   nutritious   side   dish.   How   do   we   get   beans   to   sprout   like  
that?   What   can   we   do   to   help   plants   of   different   types   to   grow   and   thrive?  
(Plant   Growth   &   Changes)  

Feb.  
20  

Bean   Sprouts  
Part   2  

Last   week   you   started   your   very   own   bean   sprouts.   What   do   they   look   like  
now?   Share   your   experience   and   observations,   and   discuss   the  
importance   of   plants   to   human   beings.   (Plant   Growth   &   Changes)  

Feb.  
27  

Taegeuk   and  
Fractions  

The   taegeuk   is   the   red-and-blue   symbol   on   the   South   Korean   flag.   Looking  
at   it,   you   might   notice   that   it   is   ½   blue,   ½   red.   The   3-colour   taegeuk   is   also  
a   popular   symbol   in   Korean   art,   which   is   ⅓   red,   ⅓   blue,   and   ⅓   yellow.  
Each   colour   represents   something.   The   taegeuk   uses   fractions   to   express  
an   idea.   (Number)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from  
the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by  

Phoenix.   Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary  
teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay  
on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for  

marketing   purposes.  
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KOREA   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   5-6   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

SCIENCE   /  
MATH  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Jan.  
28  

Korean   Weather  
Watch  

Rainfall   in   South   Korea   has   increased   significantly   over   the   last   century.  
Why   do   we   know   that?   Because   of   the   rain   gauge   invented   by   Jang  
Yeong-sil,   and   centuries   of   detailed   data   on   rainfall   that   have   been  
preserved.   Detailed   records   of   weather   phenomena   help   us   to   observe  
changes   in   climate   over   time.   (Weather   Watch)  

Feb.   4  Typhoon!  
How   does   a   typhoon   form,   and   what   happens   when   it   hits   Korea?  
Typhoons   are   more   powerful,   more   devastating   storms   than   any   you   will  
see   in   Canada.   (Weather   Watch)  

Feb.  
11  

Korean   National  
Police   Agency  

Explore   the   various   techniques   police   officers   use   to   solve   crimes   where  
in   Canada   or   Korea.   Learn   how   they   collect   evidence   and   follow   various  
procedures   as   they   investigate   crime.   (Evidence   &   Investi\gation)  

Feb.  
18  

Ancient   History  
X-Files  

The   tomb   of   King   Muryeong   is   full   of   secrets   and   unsolved   mysteries,   and  
its   discovery   was   the   greatest   achievement   in   Korean   archaeology   in   the  
20th   century.   Where   did   Muryeong’s   people   get   the   idea   to   build   a   brick  
tomb   from   a   blueprint?   How   did   the   wood   from   the   royal   coffins   survive  
for   1,500   years   without   rotting   away?   Use   your   keen   senses   and  
inference   skills   to   find   answers.   (Evidence   &   Investigation)  

Feb.  
25  

Connected  
We’ve   learned   a   lot   about   Korea   through   the   centuries,   but   did   you   know  
South   Korean   technology   is   some   of   the   most   advanced   in   the   world?  
Learn   about   South   Korea’s   exciting   technology,   and   the   science   that  
makes   it   all   work.   (Electricity   &   Magnetism/Mechanisms   Using   Electricity)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

FINE   ARTS  
(Includes   30  

mins   of   music  
each   class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Jan.  
28  

Traditional   Korean  
Clothing  

Traditional   Korean   clothing   has   its   roots   extending   back   at   least   as   far   as  
the    Three   Kingdoms   Period    (57   B.C.   -   668   A.D.),   as   evidenced   by   wall  
paintings   in   tombs   dating   from   this   period.   The   Korean   hanbok  
represents   one   of   the   most   visible   aspects   of   Korean   culture.   Let’s  
explore   the   beautiful   fabric   and   patterns   then   create   some   clothing   we  
can   wear   to   the   feast!   (Fabric   art)   

Feb.   4  
Korean   Brush  

Painting  

Traditional   Korean   brush   painting   depicts   beautiful   objects   from   nature,  
such   as   trees,   fruits,   and   birds,   sometimes   using   only   two   colours!   If   you  
have   to   make   a   painting   using   just   black   and   one   other   colour,   which  
colour   will   you   choose?   How   does   Korean   art   combine   images   of   nature  
with   calligraphy?   (Painting)  

Feb.  
11  

Fan-tastic!  

Paper   fans   are   very   useful.   They   can   be   used   for   privacy,   to   cool   off,   to  
shoo   away   insects,   and   to   fan   flames   in   the   fireplace,   plus   they   look   great  
when   they   are   decorated   with   the   five   cardinal   colours   (blue,   red,   white,  
yellow,   and   black).   Ancient   Korean   men   and   women   carried   them  
everywhere.   (Sculpture)  

Feb.  
18  

Paper   Clay  

In   traditional   Korean   art,   there   is   a   type   of   clay   that   isn’t   really   clay.   It’s  
actually   paper,   made   from   mulberry   leaves,   which   is   woven   together   and  
then   covered   with   lacquer.   Mulberry   paper   was   precious,   and   paper   clay  
was   a   way   to   use   all   the   scraps.   Today   we   are   making   our   own   version   of  
paper   clay.   (Sculpture)  

Feb.  
25  

Music   and   Dance   of  
Korea  

Let’s   finish   off   this   theme   with   a   musical   extravaganza!   Korean   music   and  
dance   features   brightly-coloured   costumes,   powerful   emotions,   and   a  
tradition   of   discipline   and   excellence.   (Music)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  
our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay  
to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in  

classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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KOREA   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   5-6   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

L.A./   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Jan.  
30  

Where   Is   Korea?  
RIght   under   China   and   next   to   Japan   is   an   ancient   and   much   disputed  
land.   It   has   been   inhabited   for   roughly   500,000   years,   and   its   name   means  
“land   of   high   mountains   and   sparkling   streams.”   What   else   do   we   know  
about   Korea?   (Geographic   Thinking)  

Feb.  
6  

Daily   Life   in   Korea  

Although   once   a   single   country,   Korea   is   now   divided   into   North   Korea,  
which   is   a   Communist   dictatorship,   and   South   Korea,   which   is   a  
democracy.   The   difference   between   their   two   governments   affects   the   daily  
lives   of   Koreans   in   more   ways   than   you   could   imagine.   What   does   it   mean  
to   be   part   of   a   democracy?   (Citizens   Participating   in   Decision   Making)  

Feb.  
13  

Hangul   vs.   English  

Hangul   is   the   fascinating   Korean   writing   system   created   in   the   1400s   by  
King   Sejong   the   Great,   and   is   different   from   our   English   alphabet   in   many  
ways.   For   example,   English   letters   are   printed   one   after   another   in   a   long  
chain,   but   Hangul   stacks   letters   on   top   of   each   other   to   form   syllabic  
blocks.   Let’s   learn   to   write   Korean,   and   get   better   at   writing   in   English   while  
we’re   at   it!   (Enhance   Legibility)  

Feb.  
20  

Older   Brother,  
Younger   Brother  

In   this   famous   Korean   folk   tale,   when   a   greedy   older   brother   kicks   his  
younger   brother   out   on   the   street,   does   the   younger   brother   become   angry  
and   resentful?   Just   the   opposite:   he   remains   generous   and   kind   to   all   living  
things.   When   he   rescues   a   nest   of   baby   birds   from   a   snake,   his   life  
changes   forever.   (Story)  

Feb.  
27  

Sijo   Poetry  
Sijo   (“shee-jo”)   poems   are   short   and   sweet,   with   only   three   lines   (or   six),  
But   you   can   sure   pack   a   lot   of   content   into   those   lines.  
Every   sijo   has   a   twist   ending   -   what   will   your   twist   be?   (Create   Original  
Text)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

WELLNESS  
(Include   30  
min   of   PE  

each   class)  
 

12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Jan.  
30  

Brothers   and  
Sisters  

What   year   were   you   born?   In   Korea,   you   can   only   call   someone   your  
“friend”   if   you   were   both   born   in   the   same   year!   If   you   are   addressing  
someone   older,   you   refer   to   them   as   your   big   brother   or   big   sister.   This   is  
one   of   the   ways   that   people   show   respect   for   each   other.   What   about   you?  
What   do   you   do   to   show   respect   for   others,   and   to   give   special   attention   to  
your   friends?   ( (Interactions,   competitive   play,   manners   and   friendship)  

Feb.  
6  

North   and   South  

Do   you   know   what   the   “38th   Parallel”   is?   It’s   a   line   that   runs   right   through  
the   middle   of   Korea,   dividing   it   into   North   Korea   and   South   Korea.   People  
on   opposite   sides   of   that   line   have   very   different   lives,   and   they   haven’t  
been   able   to   get   along   for   more   than   60   years.   To   get   along,   you   have   to  
have   trust.   What   are   some   ways   to   promote   trust   and   kindness   between  
people?   (Interactions,   cooperative   play,   conflict   resolution)  

Feb.  
13  

Korean   Cuisine  
Korean   food   is   delicious,   and   it’s   good   for   you,!   Are   you   brave   enough   to  
try   kimchi,   the   famous   Korean   spicy   fermented   cabbage?   We   explore  
popular   Korean   foods   and   snacks.   (Personal   Health)  

Feb.  
20  

Martial   Arts  
Tang   soo   do,   Taekwondo,   and   Hapkido   are   all   popular   forms   of  
self-defense   in   Canada,   and   they   all   originated   in   Korea.   COME   IN   LOOSE  
CLOTHING,   because   we’ll   be   kicking,   punching,   and   doing   pushups   today!  
(Safety   &   Responsibility)  

Feb.  
27  

Mindfulness  
The   practice   of   mindfulness   has   a   long   history   in   Korea,   and   has   many  
benefits   for   the   body   and   mind.   Learn   how   you   can   practice   it   on   your   own,  
and   see   how   much   better   you   start   to   feel.   (Personal   Health)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  
our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay  
to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in  

classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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KOREAN   FEAST  
 
 

Join   us   on   Friday,  

Feb   28,   2020 

 
Noon   –   1:30   PM  

 
Crafts,   feast,   games   and   activities.  

 
Menu:   Korean   pancakes.   Spicy   beef   lettuce   wraps,   dessert  

 
REGISTRATION   REQUIRED!  

 
Fee:   $10.00   per   person   or   $40.00   for   a   family   (mom,   dad   and   up   to   4   of   their   kids)  
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Holi  
 

March   10   is   celebrated   around   the   world.  
Color,   color   everywhere!   Activities   will  
depend   on   the   weather   but   will   be   messy.  
Bring   a   white   shirt!  
 
THURSDAY,   March   10,   2020   
Noon   -   12:30   PM  

              FREE  
 
 

GENIUS  
HOUR  
 
Hey   Phoenix   Kids!   This   is   your   chance   to   show   the  
world   what   a   smarty-pants   you   are!   Put   together   a  
project,   use   a   tri-fold   board   and   showcase   your  
amazing   skills,   interests   or   passion!!  
 
~   PASS-I-ON   ~  
 
March   13,   2020   10:00   AM   -   11:30   AM  
Fee:   $5.00  
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CABIN   FEVER   CAMPS  
 

Camps,  just  like  the  rest  of  our  programming,  may  include  art,  music  and  technology.  Research  says  that                  
kids  learn  better  in  small  groups  where  learning  is  tied  in  with  real  life  and  is  messy!  What  have  you  done                      
today  that  is  messy  and  really  “gets  into  LEARNING”? 2-2-2:  Camps  start  at  10:00  AM  and  12:30  PM,                   
they  run  for 2  hours  over 2  weeks,  and 2 camps  are  included  in  the  BlendEd  program  over  the  year.  Fees                      
apply   for   any   additional   camps.  

  

CABIN   FEVER   Camps   (2   Weeks)   
$40.00   each   for   Phoenix   students   or   $48.00   for   non-members  

Dates   March   10   &17  March   12   &   19  

Day  Tuesday  Thursday  

 Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  

10:00  
AM  

Tumble   and   Roll  
 

Join   us   for   some   fun   in  
the   gym.   We   will   learn  
to   balance,   jump   and  

roll.   Explore   basic  
gymnastic   skills  

together.   Great   winter  
time   activity!   (WELL)  

Cooking   Basics  
 

Explore   basic   age  
appropriate   kitchen   skills  

including   proper   food  
handling   and   food  

storage   methods.   Make  
several   fun   recipes   that  
you   can   share   with   your  

family!   (WELL)  

Narwhal:   Unicorn   of  
the   Sea  

 
Narwhal   is   a   playful  
narwhal.   Jelly   is   a  

no-nonsense   jellyfish.  
The   two   might   not   have  

a   lot   in   common,   but  
they   do   they   love   to  
explore   the   ocean  

together.    A   wonderfully  
silly   early   graphic   novel  
series   featuring   three  

stories.   (Book   included)  
(LA)  

 

Peter   Nimble   and   his  
Fantastic   Eyes  

 
From   the   New   York  

Times   bestselling   author  
of   The   Night   Gardener,  
Peter   Nimble   and   His  
Fantastic   Eyes   is   the  

utterly   beguiling   tale   of   a  
ten-year-old   blind  

orphan   who   has   been  
schooled   in   a   life   of  

thievery.   (Book   included)  
(LA)  

 
 

12:00   Lunch  Lunch  

12:30  
PM  

Cooking   Basics  
 

Explore   basic   age  
appropriate   kitchen  

skills   including   proper  
food   handling   and   food  
storage   methods.   Make  
several   fun   recipes   that  
you   can   share   with   your  

family!   (WELL)  

Mosaics  
 

Look   at   some   famous  
mosaics   and   how   they  
are   built.   Then   try   your  
hand   at   creating   a   tile  
mosaic   of   your   own.  

(Warning:   Messy   class)  
(FA)  

Muppets!  
 

Let’s   make   and   create  
crazy   puppets   together.  

We   can   then   act   out  
some   stories   and   put   on  

a   show!   (FA)  

Fraction   Action  
 

Fractions   are  
everywhere!   Let’s  

explore   how   they   work  
and   then   put   them   into  

action!   This   class  
contains   food!   (Pizza  
and   more)   (MATH)  
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WELCOME   TO  

How   Things   Are   Made  

 

 

**  The  fee  for  classes  is  $150  per  block  of  5  classes  for  non-members  or  $125  for  Phoenix  students.                                      
Individual  classes  are  $30.00  each.  You  have  48  hours  from  time  of  registration  to  make  any  changes  or                                    
to  cancel  this  booking.  A�er  that,  there  are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not  transferable.  You  may                                  
switch  classes  but  a  $25.00  fee  will  apply.  Registration  grants  Phoenix  permission  to  take  &  use  photos                                  
from   the   event   on   school   website,   Facebook   site   &   in   print   materials   .   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone!  
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Theme   4:   HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   OVERVIEW  
Tuesday  

Date  Grade   1-2  Grade   3-4  Grade   5-6  

9:30   -   NOON  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK   

March   24  Fort   Calgary    (A   Community   in   Past)  How   Jewelry   is   Made   (Sculpture)  Burglar   Alarm   (Devices   Using   Elec)  

March   31  Sod   Houses   (Moving   Forward)  How   Paper   is   Made   (Sculpture)  How   Kites   Are   Made   (Air   &   Aero)  

April   7  Perogies   (Dynamic   Communities)  How   Paint   is   Made   (Painting)  Airplanes   and   Rockets   (Air   &   Aero)  

April   14  Dairy    (Moving   Forward/   Communities)  How   Movies   are   Made   (Photo/Tech)  How   the   Sun   is   Made   (Space)  

April   21  Calgary   (Moving   Forward/Past)  How   Glass   is   Made   (Sculpture)  LEGO   Bricks   (Number/Measure)  

12:00   -   12:30  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -   3:00   WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  

March   24  How   Pop   is   Made    (Personal   Health)  Fort   Calgary   (Histories   of   Alberta)  How   Jewelry   is   Made   (Sculpture)  

March   31  Toothpaste   (Personal   Health)  Sod   Houses    (Histories   &   People   of   Alberta)  How   Paper   is   Made   (Sculpture)  

April   7  Band-Aids   (Safety   &   Responsibility)  Perogies   (Ukraine)  How   Paint   is   Made   (Painting)  

April   14  How   Balls   are   Made   (PE)  Dairy    (Alberta:   A   Sense   of   the   Land)  How   Movies   are   Made   (Photo/Tech)  

April   21  A   Better   World   (Volunteerism)  Calgary    (Celebrations   &   Challenges)  How   Glass   is   Made   (Sculpture)  
 

Thursday  

9:30   -   NOON  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  

March   26  Pyramids   &   Cones    (Shape   &   Space)  How   Pop   is   Made   (Personal   Health)  The   News   (Citizens   Participating)  

April   2  House   of   Cards    (Building/Shape   &   Space)  Toothpaste   (Personal   Health)  Ancient   Athens   (Democracy)  

April   9  Magnets   Part   1   (Magnetism)  Band-Aids   (Safety   &   Responsibility)  Sod   Houses    (Ways   of   Life   In   Canada)  

April   16  Magnets   Part   2   (Magnetism)  How   Balls   are   Made   (PE)  Dairy    (Physical   Geography   of   Canada)  

April   23  LEGO   Bricks    (Building/Measurement)  A   Better   World   (Volunteerism)  Calgary    (Canada:   Shaping   An   Identity)  

12:00   -   12:30   LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -   3:00   FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  

March   26  How   Jewelry   is   Made   (Sculpture)  Prisms   (Shape   &   Space)  How   Pop   is   Made   (Personal   Health)  

April   2  How   Paper   is   Made   (Sculpture)  House   of   Cards     (Building/Shape   &   Space)  Toothpaste   (Personal   Health)  

April   9  How   Paint   is   Made   (Painting)  Pulley   (Wheels   &   Levers)  Band-Aids   (Safety   &   Responsibility)  

April   16  How   Movies   are   Made   (Photo   Tech)  Moving   Model   Car    (Building   Vehicles)  How   Balls   are   Made   (PE)  

April   23  How   Glass   is   Made   (Sculpture)  LEGO   Bricks   (Building)  A   Better   World   (Volunteerism)  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   1-2   LEVEL  

 
TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  

 

L.A./   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Mar.  
24  

How   Fort   Calgary  
Was   Made  

Did   you   know   Calgary   was   established   by   policemen?   Fort   Calgary   was  
their   police   station.   It   was   built   in   a   hurry   and   was   supposed   to   be  
temporary   -   but   it’s   still   there!   (A   Community   in   the   Past)  

Mar.  
31  

How   Sod   Houses  
Were   Made  

Sod   houses,   or   “soddies,”   are   houses   made   of   dirt   and   grass.   In   the  
1890s,   a   wave   of   European   immigrants   settled   in   the   Canadian   prairies.  
We   don’t   have   a   lot   of   trees   here   in   the   prairies,   but   we   do   have   a   lot   of  
dirt   and   grass,   so   that’s   what   they   used   to   build   their   houses.   What   is  
your   house   made   of?   (Moving   Forward   With   the   Past)  

Apr.  
7  

How   Perogies   Are  
Made  

Perogies   are   extra   delicious   when   everyone   works   together   to   make  
them,   so   it’s   no   wonder   they’re   a   favourite   of   Polish   and   Ukranian  
groups   in   Alberta.   Working   together,   in   the   family   and   in   the   community,  
is   an   important   part   of    what   they   believe   and   do.   (Canada’s   Dynamic  
Communities)  

Apr.  
14  

How   Dairy   Products  
Are   Made  

Calgary’s   nickname   is   Cowtown!   We   raise   a   lot   of   cows   in   Alberta.   You  
already   know   that   cheese,   yogurt,   and   butter   come   from   milk,   but   how  
milk   gets   turned   into   these   delicious   things,   and   how   important   dairy   is  
to   us   here   on   the   prairies?    (Moving   Forward   With   the   Past/Canada’s   Dynamic  
Communities)  

Apr.  
21  How   Calgary   Is   Made  

Calgary   is   a   dynamic   community   which   grows   and   thrives   thanks   to  
contributions   from   people   of   many   cultures   -   Aborginal,   English,   French  
and   a   steady   flow   of   immigrants   since   the   days   of   the   fur   trade.   Our  
history   is   a   story   of   people   from   all   over   the   world   coming   together.  
(Moving   Forward   With   the   Past/A   Community   in   the   Past)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

WELLNESS  
(Includes   30  
mins   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Mar.  
24  

How   Pop   is   Made  
How   do   the   bubbles   get   into   the   liquid?   How   are   cans   made?   How   much  
sugar   is   in   pop   and   what   are   the   effects   on   your   health   if   you   drink   too  
much?   (Personal   health   and   Nutrition)  

Mar.  
31  

How   Toothpaste   Is  
Made  

How   is   toothpaste   made?   How   does   it   keep   your   teeth   clean,   healthy  
and   strong?   How   is   it   different   from   the   soap   you   use   on   the   rest   of   your  
body?   And   how   do   they   get   it   in   the   tube?   Seriously!   Have   you   ever  
tried   getting   toothpaste   INTO   a   tube?   (Personal   Health)  

Apr.  
7  

How   Band-Aids   Are  
Made  

You   may   have   used   hundreds   of   these   little   things,   but   have   you   ever  
thought   about   how   they’re   made?   Or   where   they   go   when   you’re   done  
with   them?   What   other   items   can   you   find   in   a   First   Aid   kit?   How   are  
they   made   and   used?   (Safety   &   Responsibility)  

Apr.  
14  

How   Balls   Are   Made  
There   are   foam   balls,   hard   balls,   soccer   balls.   There   are   baseballs,  
footballs   and   tennis   balls.   They   are   all   different!   How   are   they   made   and  
why   are   they   all   different!   Come   find   out.   (PE)  

Apr.  
21  

How   a   Better   World  
Can   Be   Made  

You   have   many   talents   to   share   with   the   world,   and   even   small   acts   of  
service   create   a   ripple   effect   and   improve   many   lives.   How   can   you   use  
your   own   unique   gifts   to   make   a   better   world?   (Volunteerism)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to  
help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in  

classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   1-2   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

SCIENCE   /   MATH  
 

9:30   AM   to   NOON  

Mar.  
26  

How   Shapes   are  
Made  

Circles,   squares,   cubes   and   cones   -   let’s   explore   how   they   are   the  
same   and   how   they   are   different.   Then   we   will   look   for   examples   of  
these   shapes   in   the   real   world.   (Shape   &   Space)  
 

Apr.   2  
How   A   House   of  
Cards   Is   Made  

Have   you   ever   built   a   house   of   cards?   It’s   harder   than   it   looks!   We  
will   try   our   hand   at   it   and   then   construct   model   and   box   buildings  
from   bigger   things!   (Building   Things/Shape   &   Space)  
 

Apr.   9  
How   Magnets   Are  

Made,   Part   1  

What   is   a   magnet?   Can   you   take   something   that   is   not   a   magnet,  
like   a   simple   safety   pin,   and   magnetize   it?   Can   you   make   a  
magnificent   magnet,   just   like   magic?   (Magnetism)  
 

Apr.  
16  

How   Magnets   Are  
Made,   Part   2  

What   is   an   electromagnet?   Did   you   know   you   can   make   one   with   a  
steel   rod   and   some   copper   wire?   Before   we   know   it,   you’ll   be  
turning   everything   into   a   magnet!   (Magnetism)  
 

Apr.  
23  

How   LEGO   Bricks  
Are   Made  

LEGO   pieces   start   as   tiny   granules   of   plastic   before   they   are  
melted   down   into   indestructible   bricks   that   make   you   scream   like   a  
stuck   pig   when   you   step   on   them!   The   world’s   tallest   LEGO   tower  
has   550,000   LEGO   bricks   and   stands   more   than   114   feet   tall!  
When   you   build   your   own   LEGO   tower,   how   many   bricks   will   it   use,  
and   how   tall   will   it   be?   (Building   Things/Measurement)  
 

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

FINE   ARTS  
(Includes   30   mins  

of   music   each  
class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Mar.  
26  

HowJewelry   is  
Made  

Using   gems,   gold   and   silver   people   have   made   jewelry   for  
centuries.   Let’s   explore   how   and   why   jewelry   is   made   and   make  
some   to   take   home   and   wear.   (Sculpture)  

Apr.  
2  

How   Paper   Is  
Made  

If   you   think   making   paper   is   hard,   think   again!   It’s   easy   and   fun!  
Handmade   paper   makes   notes   and   cards   extra   special,   especially  
when   you   make   it   with   pressed   leaves   or   flowers.   (Sculpture)  

Apr.   9  
How   Paint   Is  

Made  

What   gives   paint   such   vivid   colours?   What   are   the   differences  
between   acrylics,   oils,   and   watercolours?   What   kinds   of   paintings  
can   be   made   with   each?   (Painting)  

Apr.  
16  

How   Movies   Are  
Made  

Movies   are   one   of   the   world’s   favourite   ways   of   telling   stories.   Have  
you   ever   daydreamed   about   what   story   you   would   tell   if   you   ever  
made   a   movie   of   your   own?   Well,   it’s   time   to   make   your   daydreams  
real,   because   we’re   making   your   own   movies   right   here   at   Phoenix.  
(Photography   &   Technographic   Arts)  

Apr.  
23  

How   Glass   is  
Made  

Made   from   sand,   glass   is   versatile   and   colorful.   It   is   used   for  
windows,   food   containers   and   art.   It   can   be   cut,   poured   and  
shaped.   Let’s   learn   about   its   discover,   history,   properties   and   more!  
(Sculpture)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the  
time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.  

Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be  
prepared   to   stay   to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .  

.   .   Registration   in   classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE-   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   3-4   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

FINE   ARTS  
(Includes   30   mins  

of   music   each  
class)  

 
9:30   AM   to   NOON  

Mar.  
24  

How   Jewelry   is   Made  
Using   gems,   gold   and   silver   people   have   made   jewelry   for  
centuries.   Let’s   explore   some   rocks   and   minerals   and   then   how  
and   why   jewelry   is   made.   Finally   we   will    make   some   to   take  
home   and   wear.   (Sculpture)  

Mar.  
31  

How   Paper   Is   Made  
If   you   think   making   paper   is   hard,   think   again!   It’s   easy   and   fun!  
Handmade   paper   makes   notes   and   cards   extra   special,   especially  
when   you   make   it   with   pressed   leaves   or   flowers.    (Sculpture)  

Apr.   7  How   Paint   Is   Made  
What   gives   paint   such   vivid   colours?   What   are   the   differences  
between   acrylics,   oils,   and   watercolours?   What   kinds   of   paintings  
can   be   made   with   each?   (Painting)  

Apr.  
14  

How   Movies   Are  
Made  

Movies   are   one   of   the   world’s   favourite   ways   of   telling   stories.  
Have   you   ever   daydreamed   about   what   story   you   would   tell   if   you  
ever   made   a   movie   of   your   own?   Well,   it’s   time   to   make   your  
daydreams   real,   because   we’re   making   your   own   movies   right  
here   at   Phoenix.   (Photography   &   Technographic   Arts)  

Apr.  
21  

How   Glass   is   Made  
Made   from   sand,   glass   is   versatile   and   colorful.   It   is   used   for  
windows,   food   containers   and   art.   It   can   be   cut,   poured   and  
shaped.   Let’s   learn   about   its   discover,   history,   properties   and  
more!   (Sculpture)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

L.A./   Social  
Studies  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Mar.  
24  

How   Fort   Calgary  
Was   Made  

Did   you   know   Calgary   was   established   by   policemen?   Fort  
Calgary   was   their   police   station.   It   was   built   in   a   hurry   and   was  
supposed   to   be   temporary   -   but   it’s   still   there!   (Stories,   Histories   &  
Peoples   of   Alberta)  

Mar.  
31  

How   Sod   Houses  
Were   Made  

Sod   houses,   or   “soddies,”   are   houses   made   of   dirt   and   grass.   In  
the   1890s,   a   wave   of   European   immigrants   settled   in   the  
Canadian   prairies.   We   don’t   have   a   lot   of   trees   here   in   the  
prairies,   but   we   do   have   a   lot   of   dirt   and   grass,   so   that’s   what   they  
used   to   build   their   houses.   (Stories,   Histories   &   Peoples   of   AB)  

Apr.   7  
How   Perogies   Are  

Made  

Perogies   are   a   Ukrainian   favourite,   and   a   great   way   to   get  
everyone   working   together!   If   you’ve   never   made   perogies   from  
scratch,   this   is   your   chance!   (Communities   in   the   World:   Ukraine)  

Apr.  
14  

How   Dairy   Products  
Are   Made  

Calgary’s   nickname   is   Cowtown,   did   you   know   that?   We   raise   a  
lot   of   cows   in   Alberta.   You   probably   already   know   that   cheese,  
yogurt,   and   butter   come   from   milk,   but   you   might   not   know   how  
milk   gets   turned   into   all   these   delicious   things,   and   you   might   not  
know   how   important   dairy   is   to   our   lives   here   on   the   prairies.  
(Alberta:   A   Sense   of   the   Land)  

Apr.  
21  

How   Calgary   Is   Made  
and   Remade  

Calgary   is   a   dynamic   community   which   grows   and   thrives   thanks  
to   contributions   from   people   of   many   cultures   -   First   Nations,  
English,   French,   Métis,   and   a   steady   flow   of   immigrants   since   the  
days   of   the   fur   trade.   Our   history   is   a   story   of   people   from   all   over  
the   world   coming   together.   (Alberta:   Celebrations   &   Challenges)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please  

read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to  
stay   to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .  

Registration   in   classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   3-4   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON  
TITLES  

DESCRIPTION  
 

WELLNESS  
(Includes  
30   mins   of  
PE   each  

class)  
 

9:30   AM   to  
NOON  

Mar.  
26  

How   Pop   is  
Made  

How   do   the   bubbles   get   into   the   liquid?   How   are   cans   made?   How  
much   sugar   is   in   pop   and   what   are   the   effects   on   your   health   if   you  
drink   too   much?   (Personal   health   and   Nutrition)  

Apr.  
2  

How   Toothpaste  
Is   Made  

How   is   toothpaste   made?   How   does   it   keep   your   teeth   clean,   healthy  
and   strong?   How   is   it   different   from   the   soap   you   use   on   the   rest   of  
your   body?   And   how   do   they   get   it   in   the   tube?   Seriously!   Have   you  
ever   tried   getting   toothpaste   INTO   a   tube?    (Personal   Health)  

Apr.  
9  

How   Band-Aids  
Are   Made  

You   may   have   used   hundreds   of   these   little   things,   but   have   you   ever  
thought   about   how   they’re   made?   Or   where   they   go   when   you’re   done  
with   them?   What   other   items   can   you   find   in   a   First   Aid   kit?   How   are  
they   made   and   used?   (Safety   &   Responsibility)  

Apr.  
16  

How   Balls   Are  
Made  

There   are   foam   balls,   hard   balls,   soccer   balls.   There   are   baseballs,  
footballs   and   tennis   balls.   They   are   all   different!   How   are   they   made  
and   why   are   they   all   different!   Come   find   out.   (PE)  

Apr.  
23  

How   a   Better  
World   Can   Be  

Made  

You   have   many   amazing   gifts   to   share   with   the   world,   and   even   small  
acts   of   kindness   and   service   can   create   a   ripple   effect   and   improve  
many   lives.   How   can   you   use   your   own   unique   talents   to   help   make   a  
better   world?   (Volunteerism)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

SCIENCE   /  
MATH  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Mar.  
26  

How   Prisms   Are  
Made  

Can   you   construct   a   perfect   rectangular   or   triangular   prism?   What  
measurements   do   you   have   to   make   before   you   begin?   What   are  
some   examples   of   prisms   that   you   see   everyday?   (Shape   &   Space)  

Apr.  
2  

How   a   House   of  
Cards   Is   Made  

Have   you   ever   built   a   house   of   cards?   It’s   harder   than   it   looks!   It   helps  
if   you   know   a   bit   about   the   cards   first.   What   are   their   dimensions?   After  
we   try   our   hand   at   building   with   cards,   we   will   move   on   to   building   with  
boxes   and   other   materials!   (Building   With   a   Variety   of   Materials/Shape  
&   Space)  

Apr.  
9  

How   a   Pulley   Is  
Made  

How   does   a   pulley   work?   What   could   you   use   it   for?   What   are   some  
examples   of   pulleys   you   have   seen?   We’re   making   our   own   pulleys  
today.   It’s   a   regular   pulley-palooza!   (Wheels   &   Levers)  

Apr.  
16  

How   a   Moving  
Model   Car   Is  

Made  

This   week   we   will   learn   about   wheels   and   axles   and   simple   machines.  
Today   you’re   going   to   build   your   very   own   moving   vehicle   using   all  
your   knowledge   and   understanding   about   how   things   move.   (Building  
Devices   &   Vehicles   That   Move)  

Apr.  
23  

How   LEGO  
Bricks   Are  

Made  

LEGO   is   so   popular   that   1,300   LEGO   pieces   are   made   per   second,  
78,000   per   minute   and   4,680,000   per   hour.   They   start   as   tiny   granules  
of   plastic   that   get   melted   down   into   indestructible   bricks   that   make   you  
scream   like   a   stuck   pig   when   you   step   on   them!   (Building   With   a  
Variety   of   Materials)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours  
from   the   time   you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled  

by   Phoenix.   Please   read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their  
primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are  

required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff  
during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE-   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   5-6   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

SCIENCE   /  
MATH  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Mar.   24  
How   A   Burglar   Alarm  

Is   Made  

Building   simple   electrical   devices   is   easy   --   you   just   have   to   know   a   few  
basics.   If   you’ve   ever   wanted   to   build   a   burglar   alarm   to   keep   your   sister  
from   borrowing   your   clothes,   then   today’s   your   day!   (Mechanisms   Using  
Electricity)  
 

Mar.   31  How   Kites   Are   Made  
Paper,   string   and   sticks   are   used   to   harness   the   power   of   the   wind.  
What   principles   of   aerodynamics   are   at   work   here?   Make,   take   and   fly  
your   own   kite!   ((Air   &   Aerodynamics)  
 

Apr.   7  
How   Airplanes   and  
Rockets   are   Made  

Discover   how   aIrplanes   and   rockets   are   made!   Explore   how   the  
principles   of   flight   and   aerodynamics   have   propelled   us   into   space!   (Air  
&   Aerodynamics)  
 

Apr.   14    How   the   Sun   is   Made  
The   Sun   is   a   huge,   glowing   sphere   of   hot   gas.   How   do   the   various  
gases   combine   to   create   the   light   we   need   here   on   earth   to   grow   and  
power   our   world?   Let’s   dive   in   and   see!   (Space)  
 

Apr.   21  
How   LEGO   Bricks   Are  

Made  

LEGO   pieces   start   as   tiny   granules   of   plastic   before   they   are   melted   into  
bricks.   Did   you   know   that   the   world’s   tallest   LEGO   tower   has   550,000  
LEGO   bricks   and   stands   more   than   114   feet   tall?   When   you   build   your  
own   LEGO   tower,   how   many   bricks   will   it   use,   and   how   tall   will   it   be?  
(Number/Measurement)  
 

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

FINE  
ARTS  

(Includes  
30   mins   of  

Music  
each  
class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Mar.   24  How   Jewelry   is   Made  
Using   gems,   gold   and   silver   people   have   made   jewelry   for   centuries   but  
mining   for   these   precious   items   can   be   very   environmentally   harmful.  
Let’s   explore   how   eco-friendly   jewelry   can   be   made   and   then   make  
some   to   take   home   and   wear.   (Sculpture)  

Mar.   31  How   Paper   Is   Made  
If   you   think   making   paper   is   hard,   think   again!   It’s   easy   and   fun!  
Handmade   paper   makes   notes   and   cards   extra   special,   especially   when  
you   make   it   with   pressed   leaves   or   flowers.    (Sculpture)  
 

Apr.   7  How   Paint   Is   Made  
What   gives   paint   such   vivid   colours?   What   are   the   differences   between  
acrylics,   oils,   and   watercolours?   What   kinds   of   paintings   can   be   made  
with   each?   (Painting)  

Apr.   14  How   Movies   Are   Made  

Movies   are   one   of   the   world’s   favourite   ways   of   telling   stories.   Have   you  
ever   daydreamed   about   what   story   you   would   tell   if   you   ever   made   a  
movie   of   your   own?   Well,   it’s   time   to   make   your   daydreams   real,  
because   we’re   making   your   own   movies   right   here   at   Phoenix.  
(Photography   &   Technographic   Arts)  

Apr.   21  How   Glass   is   Made  
Made   from   sand,   glass   is   versatile   and   colorful.   It   is   used   for   windows,  
food   containers   and   art.   It   can   be   cut,   poured   and   shaped.   Let’s   learn  
about   its   discover,   history,   properties   and   more!   (Sculpture)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please  

read   our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared  
to   stay   to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .  
Registration   in   classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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HOW   IT’S   MADE   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   5-6   LEVEL  

TIME  DATE  LESSON   TITLES  DESCRIPTION  
 

L.A./   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

Mar.  
26  

How   the   News  
Is   Made  

One   of   our   fundamental   freedoms   guaranteed   by   the   Canadian   Charter   of  
Rights   and   Freedoms   is   “freedom   of   the   press   and   other   media   of  
communication”.   What   is   the   role   of   news   media   in   a   free   society?   (Citizens  
Participating   in   Decision   Making)  

Apr.   2  
How   Decisions  
Were   Made   in  

Ancient   Athens  

Ancient   Athens   was   a   direct   democracy,   which   meant   every   citizen   got   to   vote  
on   every   issue.   Citizens   had   to   be   born   free   and   male,   and   both   of   their  
parents   had   to   be   born   in   Athens.   How   does   this   system   differ   from   modern  
democracies?   (Historical   Models   of   Democracy)  

Apr.   9  
How   Sod  

Houses   Were  
Made  

“Soddies”   are   houses   of   dirt   and   grass.   In   the   1890s   a   wave   of   European  
immigrants   settled   in   the   Canadian   prairies.   We   don’t   have   many   trees   in   the  
prairies,   but   we   do   have   a   lot   of   dirt   and   grass,   so   that’s   what   they   used   for  
their   houses.    (Histories   &   Stories   of   Ways   of   Life   In   Canada)  

Apr.  
16  

How   Dairy  
Products   Are  

Made  

Calgary’s   nickname   is   Cowtown,   did   you   know   that?   We   raise   a   lot   of   cows   in  
Alberta.   You   probably   already   know   that   cheese,   yogurt,   and   butter   come  
from   milk,   and   you   might   even   know   a   little   about   how   milk   gets   turned   into   all  
these   delicious   things,   but   what   do   you   know   about   how   our   quality   of   life   is  
affected   by   cattle   ranching   and   the   dairy   industry?   (Physical   Geography   of  
Canada)  

Apr.  
23  

How   Calgary   Is  
Made   and  
Remade  

Calgary   grows   and   thrives   thanks   to   contributions   from   people   of   many  
cultures   -   First   Nations,   English,   French,   Métis,   and   a   steady   flow   of  
immigrants   since   the   fur   trade.   Contributions   from   many   cultures,   along   with  
other   factors   like   environmental   and   technological   changes,   means   that   our  
way   of   life   is   constantly   evolving.    (Canada:   Shaping   An   Identity)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision   required  

 

WELLNESS  
(Includes   30  

min   of   PE  
each   class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

Mar.  
26  

How   Pop   Is  
Made  

How   do   the   bubbles   get   into   the   liquid?   How   are   cans   made?   How   much  
sugar   is   in   pop   and   what   are   the   effects   on   your   health   if   you   drink   too   much?  
(Personal   health   and   Nutrition)  
 

Apr.   2  
How   Toothpaste  

Is   Made  

How   is   toothpaste   made?   How   does   it   keep   your   teeth   clean,   healthy   and  
strong?   How   is   it   different   from   the   soap   you   use   on   the   rest   of   your   body?  
And   how   do   they   get   it   in   the   tube?   Seriously!   Have   you   ever   tried   getting  
toothpaste   INTO   a   tube?   (Personal   Health)  
 

Apr.   9  
How   Band-Aids  

Are   Made  

You   may   have   used   hundreds   of   these   little   things,   but   have   you   ever   thought  
about   how   they’re   made?   Or   where   they   go   when   you’re   done   with   them?  
What   other   items   can   you   find   in   a   First   Aid   kit?   How   are   they   made   and  
used?   (Safety   &   Responsibility)  
 

Apr.  
16  

How   Balls   Are  
Made  

There   are   foam   balls,   hard   balls,   soccer   balls.   There   are   baseballs,   footballs  
and   tennis   balls.   They   are   all   different!   How   are   they   made   and   why   are   they  
all   different!   Come   find   out.   (PE)  
 

Apr.  
23  

How   a   Better  
World   Can   Be  

Made  

You   have   many   amazing   gifts   to   share   with   the   world,   and   small   acts   of  
service   create   a   ripple   effect   and   improve   many   lives.   How   can   you   use   your  
unique   talents   to   help   make   a   better   world?   (Volunteerism)  
 

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  
our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay  
to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in  

classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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Easter   Party!  
Hippety-hop   down   the   bunny   trail   to   Phoenix   
for   a   delicious   lunch,   some   cra�ts,   
and   a   good   old-fashioned   Easter   egg   hunt!  
 

WEDNESDAY,   April   8,   2020  
Noon   -   1:30   PM  

$10.00   per   student   /   $40.00   per   family  
REGISTRATION   REQUIRED  

 
 

HOW   ITS   MADE   FEAST  
 

Join   us   on   Friday,  

April   24,   2020  
Noon   –   1:30   PM  

 
Crafts,   feast,   games   and   activities.  

 
Build   your   own   taco   in   a   bag   and   then   a   sundae   at   the   Sundae   Bar!  

 
REGISTRATION   REQUIRED!  

Fee:   $10.00   per   person   or   $40.00   for   a   family   (mom,   dad   and   up   to   4   of   their   kids)  
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SPRING   CAMPS  
 

Camps,  just  like  the  rest  of  our  programming,  may  include  art,  music  and  technology.  Research  says  that                  
kids  learn  better  in  small  groups  where  learning  is  tied  in  with  real  life  and  is  messy!  What  have  you  done                      
today  that  is  messy  and  really “gets  into  learning”? Please  note  there  are  two  camps  start  at  10:00  AM                    
and  12:30  PM.  They  run  for  two  hours  over  two  weeks  -  2-2-2. (2)  camps  are  included  included  the                    
BlendEd   program   over   the   year .    Fees   apply   for   any   additional   camps.  

  

SPRING   Camps   (2   Weeks)   
$40.00   each   for   Phoenix   students   or   $48.00   for   non-members  

Dates   May   5   &   12  May   7   &   14  

Day  Tuesday  Thursday  

 Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  Grade   1-3  Grade   4-6  

10:00  
AM  

Garden  
 

Explore   gardening   from  
the   ground   up   -   let’s   look  

at   soil,   rocks   and  
minerals,   starting  

seedlings,   planting  
configurations   and  

garden   clean   up.   (SC)  

Story   of   Stuff  
 

Garbage   is   a   growing  
industry   What   happens  

to   our   stuff   when   we  
throw   it   into   the  

garbage?   Find   out   how  
to   reduce,   recycle   and  

reuse   stuff!   (SC)  
 

 

Beautiful   Butterflies  
 

Every   student   in   this  
class   will   receive   a  

painted   lady   butterfly  
caterpillar   to   take   home.  

Learn   about   their   life  
cycle,   the   role   they   play  
in   our   ecosystem   and  

what   makes   so   special!  
(SC)  

Horse   Care   and   Camp  
 

Love   horses?   Learn   all  
about   the   parts   of   the  

horse   and   its   tack,   how   to  
care   for,   groom   and   feed  

a   horse.   We   will   make  
some   horse   related   crafts  

and   attend   a   jumping  
event   in   our   gym!   (WELL)  

12:00   Lunch  Lunch  

12:30  
PM  

Spring   Babies  
 

Fuzzy,   cute,   big-eyed  
babies.   Hatching,  

crawling   and   growing  
babies   -   let’s   explore   all  

the   different   kinds   of  
babies   that   arrive   in   the  

spring.   (SC)  

Garden  
 
Explore   gardening   from  
the   ground   up   -   let’s   look  

at   soil,   rocks   and  
minerals,   starting  

seedlings,   planting  
configurations   and  

garden   clean   up.   (SC)  

Horse   Care   and   Camp  
 
Love   horses?   Learn   all  
about   the   parts   of   the  

horse   and   its   tack,   how  
to   care   for,   groom   and  
feed   a   horse.   We   will  

make   some   horse  
related   crafts   and   attend  
a   jumping   event   in   our  

gym!   (WELL)  

Beautiful   Butterflies  
 

Every   student   in   this  
class   will   receive   a  

painted   lady   butterfly  
caterpillar   to   take   home.  

Learn   about   their   life  
cycle,   the   role   they   play   in  
our   ecosystem   and   what  
makes   so   special!   (SC)  
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Cinco   de   Mayo  
 

Let’s   try   some   Mexican   snacks  
and   crafts   today!  

 
TUESDAY  
May   5,   2020   
Noon   -   12:30   PM  
FREE   BUT  
REGISTRATION   IS  
REQUIRED  
 

 
 

How   do   I   get   in   touch   with  
my   Learning   Coach?  

 
Book   a   meeting   with   them   using   YouCanBook.me  

 
Just   go   to   your   browser   and   type   in  

https://firstlast.youcanbook.me    
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WELCOME   TO  

Amazing   Race:  
Canada!  

 
 

 

 

*The  fee  for  classes  is  $150  per  block  of  5  classes  for  non-members  or  $120  for  Phoenix                                  
students.  You  have  48  hours  from  the  time  of  registration  to  make  any  changes  or  to  cancel  this                                    
booking.  A�er  that,  there  are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not  transferable.  You  may  switch                              
classes  but  a  $25.00  fee  will  apply.  Registration  grants  Phoenix  permission  to  take  &  use                              
photos  from  the  event  on  school  website,  Facebook  site  &  in  print  materials.  NOT  an                              
allergen-free   zone!  
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Theme   5:   AMAZING   RACE:   CANADA!   -   OVERVIEW  
Tuesday  

Date  Grade   1/2  Grade   3/4  Grade   5/6  

9:30   -   NOON  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK   

May   19  Inuit   Life   (Canada’s   Communities)  Any   Questions?   (Drawing)  Canada’s   Cultural   Mosaic   (Stats)  

May   26  Michael   Kusugak,   Storyteller    (Can   Com)  Indigenous   Art   (Painting/Sculpture)  Aviation   1   (Air   &   Aerodynamics)  

June   2  Who   wrote   the   best   Book?    (Preferences)  The   Group   of   Seven   (Painting)  Aviation   2   (Flight)  

June   9  Amazing   Race   Calgary   -   Past   Stompin’   Tom   (Music)  Bow   River   1   (Wetland   Ecosystems)  

June   16  Amazing   Race   Calgary   -   Present   Jim   Carrey   and   Comedy   (Drama)  Bow   River   2   (Wetland   Ecosystems)  

12:00   -   12:30  LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -   3:00   WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  

May   19  Pemmican   (Personal   Health)  The   Race   (Geographic   Thinking)  Any   Questions?   (Drawing)  

May   26  Canadian   Courtesy   (Interactions)  Our   Languages   (Languages)  Indigenous   Art   (Painting/Sculpture)  

June   2  Canadian   Role   Models   (Life   Roles)  Can.   Lit   Book   Club    (Discover   &   Explore)  The   Group   of   Seven   (Painting)  

June   9  He   Shoots,   He   Scores!    (Learning   Strategies)  Can.   Lit   Book   Club    (Discover   &   Explore)  Stompin’   Tom   (Music)  

June   16  Nanaimo   Bars   (Volunteerism)  The   Princess   Province    (AB:   Celebrations)  Jim   Carrey   and   Comedy   (Drama)  
 

Thursday  

9:30   -   NOON  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  LA   /   SOCIAL   BLOCK  

May   21  Canada’s   Cultural   Mosaic   (Stats)  Pemmican   (Personal   Health)  The   Race   (Geographic   Thinking)  

May   28  50   Below   Zero   (Hot   &   Cold)  Canadian   Courtesy   (Interactions)  Our   Languages   (Languages)  

June   4  Seasons   in   Canada   (Seasons)  Canadian   Role   Models   (Life   Roles)  Can.   Lit   Book   Club    (Discover   &   Explore)  

June   11  Biomes   1    (Needs   of   Animals   &   Plants)  He   Shoots,   He   Scores!    (Learning   Strategies)  Can.   Lit   Book   Club    (Discover   &   Explore)  

June   18  Biomes   2    (Needs   of   Animals   &   Plants)  Nanaimo   Bars   (Volunteerism)  The   Iroquois   Confederacy    (Hist   Models)  

12:00   -   12:30   LUNCH  LUNCH  LUNCH  

12:30   -   3:00   FINE   ARTS   BLOCK  SCIENCE   /   MATH   BLOCK  WELLNESS   BLOCK  

May   21  Any   Questions?   (Drawing)  Canada’s   Cultural   Mosaic   (Stats)  Pemmican   (Personal   Health)  

May   28  Indigenous   Art   (Painting/Sculpture)  Canada   Rocks!   (Rocks   &   Minerals)  Canadian   Courtesy   (Interactions)  

June   4  The   Group   of   Seven   (Painting)  Geological   Marvels   (Rocks   &   Minerals)  Canadian   Role   Models   (Life   Roles)  

June   11  Stompin’   Tom   (Music)  Bow   River   1    (Plant   Growth   &   Changes)  He   Shoots,   He   Scores!    (Learning   Strategies)  

June   18  Jim   Carrey   and   Comedy   (Drama)  Bow   River   2   (Waste   &   Our   World)  Nanaimo   Bars   (Volunteerism)  
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AMAZING   RACE:   CANADA!   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   1-2   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON  
TITLES  

DESCRIPTION  
 

L.A./   Social  
Studies  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

May  
19  

Inuit   Life  
What   is   daily   life   like   for   the   Inuit   people   of   Canada’s   tundra   (past   and   present)?   The  
truth   may   surprise   you,   and   will   show   you   how   human   beings   can   survive   and   thrive,  
even   in   the   most   unlikely   conditions.   (Canada’s   Dynamic   Communities)  

May  
26  

Michael  
Kusugak,  
Storyteller  

Michael   Kusugak   brought   us    A   Promise   is   a   Promise,   Arctic   Stories,    and   many   more  
wonderful   books   about   the   Inuit   people   of   Canada.   Through   his   stories,   we   can  
explore   the   value   of   storytelling,   and   how   the   tundra   has   shaped   Inuit   identity.  
(Canada’s   Dynamic   Communities)  

June   2  
Who   Wrote   the  

Best   Book?  

Canada   has   so   many   great   writers!   Which   one   of   them   wrote   the   best   book   of   all?  
Robert   Munsch,   Michael   Kusugak,   Robert   Service,   Jon   Klassen,   Dennis   Lee,  
Paulette   Bourgeois,   and   Phoebe   Gilman   are   all   contenders.   Let’s   put   it   to   a   vote.  
(Express   Preferences)  

June   9  
Amazing   Race  
Calgary   -   Past  

You   might   not   recognize   Calgary   if   you   saw   it   20,   50,   100   years   ago.   How   about   if  
you   had   to   dress   like   a   Calgarian   in   1930.   How   would   you   get   to   school?   Let’s  
explore   our   city   in   the   past.   (A   Community   in   the   Past)  

June  
16  

Amazing   Race  
Calgary   -  
Present  

How   has   Calgary   changed?   When   was   the   Calgary   Tower   built?   How   about   the  
Saddledome?   Have   you   checked   out   the   new   Calgary   Public   Library?   The   new  
transit   Max   Line?   Compare   Calgary   present   to   Calgary   past.   (A   Community   in   the  
Past)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision  

 

WELLNESS  
(Includes  
30   mins   of  
PE   each  

class)  
 

12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

May  
19  

Pemmican  

You   might   know   about   protein,   carbohydrates,   and   fat,   and   how   your   body   needs  
them   all.   Pemmican,   a   First   Nations   staple   made   from   dried   meat   and   berries,   is  
chock   full   of   all   three.   It’s   a   high-protein,   high-energy   food   that   keeps   for   years!   Make  
a   big   batch   and   you’ll   still   be   eating   it   after   you   graduate   high   school!   (Personal  
Health)  

May  
26  

Canadian  
Courtesy  

Canadians   are   known   for   being   friendly,   respectful,   and   polite.   Is   it   true?   What   does   it  
mean   to   be   polite   and   courteous?   What   can   we   do   to   make   each   other   feel   safe   and  
comfortable?    (Interactions)  

June   2  
Canadian   Role  

Models  

Canada’s   history   is   full   of   amazing   people   who   show   us   how   much   difference   one  
person   can   make.   Who   is   your   favourite   Canadian   hero?   Chris   Hadfield?   Chief   Dan  
George?   Terry   Fox?   Wayne   Gretzky?   The   people   you   look   up   to   might   tell   you  
something   about   what   you   could   do   with   your   own   life.    (Life   Roles   &   Career  
Development)  

June   9  
He   Shoots,   He  

Scores!  

Today’s   class   is   about   setting   goals   and   taking   steps   to   achieve   them.   You’re  
Canadians,   after   all,   and   Canadians   score   goals!   It’s   never   too   early   to   start   --   when  
Wayne   Gretzky   joined   his   first   team   at   age   6   (a   team   for   10-year-olds),   he   scored  
one   goal   that   whole   year,   but   four   years   later,   for   the   same   team,   he   scored   378!  
(Learning   Strategies)  

June  
16  

Nanaimo   Bars  
&   Butter   Tarts  

We’ve   learned   a   lot   about   ourselves   and   each   other,   and   how   we   can   each   be   part   of  
a   better   future   for   Canada.   Baked   goods   can   be   a   delicious   way   to   serve   others,   and,  
since   we’re   celebrating   Canada,   let’s   make   butter   tarts   and   Nanaimo   bars,   two  
deliciously   Canadian   treats,   to   show   our   love   and   respect   for   others.   (Volunteerism)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time   you  
register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read   our   full  

cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to   help!   Also  
Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in   classes   or   event  

grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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AMAZING   RACE:   CANADA!   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   1-2   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON  
TITLES  

DESCRIPTION  
 

SCIENCE  
/   MATH  

 
9:30   AM  
to   NOON  

May   21  
Canada’s  

Cultural   Mosaic  

Canada   is   made   up   of   people   from   many   different   backgrounds.   What   about   you?  
Where   were   your   parents   and   grandparents   born?   What   languages   do   you   speak  
at   home?   What   is   your   favourite   homemade   dish?   Gather,   record   and   analyze  
data   about   yourself   and   the   rest   of   our   Phoenix   community.   (Statistics   &  
Probability)  

May   28  50   Below   Zero  
Robert   Munsch   is   one   of   Canada’s   most   beloved   storytellers.    50   Below   Zero    tells  
us   the   story   of   Jason,   whose   father   walks   in   his   sleep.   Is   it   safe   to   go   sleepwalking  
in   -50°C   in   your   pyjamas?   Let’s   talk   about   the   many   ways   to   stay   warm   in   very  
cold   temperatures.    (Hot   &   Cold)  

June   4  
Seasons   in  

Canada  

In   Canada   we   have   four   seasons:   winter,   spring,   summer   and   fall   --   but   those  
seasons   look   different   depending   on   where   you   are.   How   do   seasonal   changes   in  
sunlight   and   weather   affect   the   plants,   animals,   and   humans   in   different   parts   of  
Canada?   (Seasonal   Changes)  

June  
11  

Canada’s  
Biomes,   Part   1  

What   is   a   biome?   It   is   a   whole   community   of   living   things,   surviving   in   and  
adapting   to   their   natural   habitat.   Today   we   will   learn   about   the   plants   and   animals  
native   to   Canada’s   tundra   and   boreal   forest   biomes.   (Needs   of   Animals   &   Plants)  

June  
18  

Canada’s  
Biomes,   Part   2  

Last   week   you   met   polar   bears,   caribou,   and   Arctic   wolves   in   Canada’s   tundra,  
and   black   bears,   moose,   and   timber   wolves   in   the   boreal   forest.   Get   ready   to   meet  
the   wildlife   of   the   deciduous   forest   and   grasslands!   (Needs   of   Animals   &   Plants)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision  

 

FINE  
ARTS  

(Includes  
30   mins  
of   music  

each  
class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

May   21  
Any  

Questions?  

“If   you   stare   long   enough   at   a   blank   piece   of   paper,   anything   can   happen.”   If   you  
don’t   believe   me,   just   ask   Marie-Louise   Gay,   the   famous   Canadian   writer   and  
illustrator.   Each   and   every   one   of   you   can   be   an   author   (and   illustrator!)   of   your  
own   story.   (Drawing)  

May   28  Indigenous   Art  
The   heart   of   Canadian   culture,   Canadian   aboriginal   art   is   varied   from   the   Haida   of  
the   west   coast   to   the   Inuit   of   the   North.   Let’s   get   to   know   the   breathtaking   painting,  
sculpture   and   carving   of   Canada’s   First   Nations.   (Painting/Sculpture)  

June   4  
The   Group   of  

Seven  

The   Group   of   Seven   were   a   group   of   Canadian   landscape   painters   who   captured  
the   natural   beauty   and   splendour   of   Canada   through   painting.   If   there   are   at   least  
seven   of   us   here,   we   can   make   our   very   own   Group   of   Seven!    (Painting)  

June  
11  

Stompin’   Tom  
Stompin’   Tom   Connors   was   a   Canadian   folk   singer   who   wrote   catchy   songs   that  
were   great   to   sing   along   to,   and   all   about   our   home   and   native   land!   We’re   singin’  
and   stompin’   today!   (Music)  

June  
18  

Jim   Carrey   and  
Comedy  

Canadian   actor   and   comedian   Jim   Carrey   is   a   master   at   making   us   laugh.   How  
does   he   do   it?   Watch   his   face   and   body,   and   listen   to   his   voice.   Once   you   see  
what   he’s   doing,   you’ll   be   able   to   make   people   laugh   just   as   hard!   (Drama)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to  
help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in  

classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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AMAZING   RACE:   CANADA!   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   3-4   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON  
TITLES  

DESCRIPTION  
 

FINE  
ARTS  

(Includes  
30   mins  

of   PE  
each  
class)  

 
9:30   AM  
to   NOON  

May   19  
Any  

Questions?  

“If   you   stare   long   enough   at   a   blank   piece   of   paper,   anything   can   happen.”   If   you  
don’t   believe   me,   just   ask   Marie-Louise   Gay,   the   famous   Canadian   writer   and  
illustrator.   Each   and   every   one   of   you   can   be   an   author   (and   illustrator!)   of   your  
own   story.   (Drawing)  

May   26  
Indigenous  

Art  

The   heart   of   Canadian   culture,   Canadian   aboriginal   art   is   varied   from   the   Haida   of  
the   west   coast   to   the   Inuit   of   the   North.   Let’s   get   to   know   the   breathtaking  
painting,   sculpture   and   carving   of   Canada’s   First   Nations.   (Painting/Sculpture)  

June   2  
The   Group  
of   Seven  

The   Group   of   Seven   were   a   group   of   Canadian   landscape   painters   who   captured  
the   natural   beauty   and   splendour   of   Canada   through   painting.   If   there   are   at   least  
seven   of   us   here,   we   can   make   our   very   own   Group   of   Seven!    (Painting)  

June   9  
Stompin’  

Tom  
Connors  

Stompin’   Tom   Connors   was   a   Canadian   folk   singer   who   wrote   catchy   songs   that  
were   great   to   sing   along   to,   and   all   about   our   home   and   native   land!   We’re   singin’  
and   stompin’   today!   (Music)  

June   16  
Jim   Carrey  

and  
Comedy  

Canadian   actor   and   comedian   Jim   Carrey   is   a   master   at   making   us   laugh.   How  
does   he   do   it?   Watch   his   face   and   body,   and   listen   to   his   voice.   Once   you   see  
what   he’s   doing,   you’ll   be   able   to   make   people   laugh   just   as   hard!   (Drama)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision  

 

L.A./  
Social  

Studies  
 

12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

May   19  The   Race!  
Canada   is   the   second-largest   country   in   the   world.   It   crosses   six   time   zones   and  
is   bordered   by   three   oceans.   It   has   ten   provinces   and   three   territories,   each   with  
its   own   unique   identity   and   way   of   life.   What   can   we   learn   about   Canada’s   vast  
natural   and   human   splendour...as   fast   as   we   can?   (Geographic   Thinking)  

May   26  
Our  

Languages  

Canada   has   two   official   languages:   English   and   French.   There   are   also   many  
more   First   Nations   languages   that   were   spoken   here   long   before   the   English   and  
French   arrived.   What   languages   do   you   speak?   (Languages)  

June   2  
CanLit  

Book   Club,  
Part   1  

Each   one   of   you   is   going   to   pick   a   book   by   a   Canadian   author   to   read   in   time   for  
next   week’s   class.   We’ll   discuss   a   few   different   authors   and   what   makes   them  
interesting   and   important,   and   then   you’ll   take   your   book   home.   Happy   reading!  
(Discover   &   Explore)  

June   9  
CanLit  

Book   Club,  
Part   2  

Today   we’re   going   to   talk   about   the   books   we   read.   Did   you   like   your   book?   If   you  
did,   try   to   convince   the   rest   of   us   that   we   should   read   it   too!   (Respond   to   Texts)  

June   16  
The  

Princess  
Province  

Alberta   was   created   as   a   province   in   1905,   named   for   Princess   Louise   Caroline  
Alberta.   Since   then,   contributions   from   many   cultures,   along   with   other   factors   like  
environmental   and   technological   changes,   have   kept   our   way   of   life   in   a   constant  
state   of   change.   (Alberta:   Celebrations   and   Challenges)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to  
help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in  

classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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AMAZING   RACE:   CANADA!   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   3-4   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON  
TITLES  

DESCRIPTION  
 

WELLNESS  
(Includes  
30   mins   of  
PE   each  

class)  
 
 

9:30   AM   to  
NOON  

May   21  Pemmican  

Maybe   you   know   about   protein,   carbs,   and   fat,   and   how   your   body   needs   them  
all.   Pemmican,   a   First   Nations   staple   made   from   dried   meat   and   berries,   is   chock  
full   of   all   three.   It’s   a   high-protein,   high-energy   food   that   keeps   for   years!   Make   a  
big   batch   and   you’ll   still   be   eating   it   after   you   graduate   high   school!   (Personal  
Health)  

May   28  
Canadian  
Courtesy  

Canadians   are   known   the   world   over   for   being   friendly,   respectful,   and   polite.   Is   it  
true?   What   does   it   mean   to   be   polite   and   courteous?   What   things   can   we   do   to  
help   each   other   and   make   each   other   feel   safe   and   comfortable?    (Interactions)  

June   4  
Canadian  

Role   Models  

Canada’s   history   is   full   of   amazing   people   who   show   us   how   much   difference   one  
person   can   make.   Who   is   your   favourite   Canadian   hero?   Chris   Hadfield?   Chief  
Dan   George?   Terry   Fox?   Wayne   Gretzky?   The   people   you   look   up   to   might   tell  
you   something   about   what   you   could   do   with   your   own   life .   (Life   Roles   &   Career  
Development)  

June   11  
He   Shoots,  
He   Scores!  

Today’s   class   is   about   setting   goals   and   taking   steps   to   achieve   them.   You’re  
Canadians,   after   all,   and   Canadians   score   goals!   It’s   never   too   early   to   start   --  
when   Wayne   Gretzky   joined   his   first   team   at   age   6   (a   team   for   10-year-olds),   he  
scored   one   goal   that   whole   year,   but   four   years   later,   for   the   same   team,   he  
scored   378!     (Learning   Strategies)  

June   18  
Nanaimo  

Bars   &   Butter  
Tarts  

We’ve   learned   a   lot   about   ourselves   and   each   other,   and   about   how   we   can   each  
be   part   of   a   better   future   for   Canada.   Baked   goods   can   be   a   delicious   way   to  
serve   others,   and,   since   we’re   celebrating   Canada,   let’s   make   butter   tarts   and  
Nanaimo   bars,   two   deliciously   Canadian   treats,   to   show   our   love   and   respect   for  
others.   (Volunteerism)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision  

 

SCIENCE   /  
MATH  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

May   21  
Canada’s  
Cultural  
Mosaic  

Canada   is   made   up   of   people   from   many   backgrounds.   Where   were   your   parents  
and   grandparents   born?   What   languages   do   you   speak   at   home?   What   is   your  
favourite   homemade   dish?   Collect   and   organize   first-hand   data   about   yourself  
and   the   rest   of   our   Phoenix   community   to   find   out   what   our   mosaic   looks   like.  
(Stats   &   Probability)  

May   28  
Canada  
Rocks!  

Which   rocks   and   minerals   are   found   in   the   different   regions   of   Canada?   What  
makes   them   interesting?   What   effect   do   our   natural   mineral   resources   have   on  
our   lives   here?   (Rocks   &   Minerals)  

June   4  
Geological  

Marvels  

What   makes   Thor   Peak   on   Baffin   Island   a   favourite   destination   for   climbers?   Why  
are   Hopewell   Rocks   in   New   Brunswick   also   called   “flower-pot   rocks”?   How   were  
the   hoodoos   of   Drumheller   made?   And   why   is   the   sand   on   Prince   Edward  
Island...red?!?   (Rocks   &   Minerals)  

June   11  
Bow   River  

Basin,   Part   1  

The   Bow   River   Basin   is   home   to   a   vibrant   network   of   animals   and   plants,   each  
with   a   role   to   play.   What   plants   can   you   find   in   the   Basin?   What   do   they   need   to  
grow   and   thrive,   and   how   are   they   useful   to   their   environment,   and   to   human  
beings?   (Plant   Growth   &   Changes)  

June   18  
Bow   River  

Basin,   Part   2  

You’ve   only   seen   a   tiny   piece   of   the   Bow   River   Basin.   Any   change   here,   though,  
has   a   ripple   effect   on   the   animals   and   plants   in   all   26,200   square   kilometres   of  
wetlands.   What   can   each   of   us   do   to   respect   our   wetlands,   and   our   environment  
as   a   whole?   (Waste   &   Our   World)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to  
help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in  

classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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AMAZING   RACE:   CANADA!   -   TUESDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   5-6   LEVEL  

 

TIME  DATE  LESSON  
TITLES  

DESCRIPTION  
 

SCIENCE   /  
MATH  

 
9:30   AM   to  

NOON  

May   19  
Canada’s  
Cultural  
Mosaic  

Canada   is   made   up   of   people   from   many   different   backgrounds.   What   about   our  
Phoenix   community?   What   different   nationalities,   languages,   and   family  
histories   are   represented   here?   What   is   the   difference   between   first-hand   and  
second-hand   data?   What   are   the   appropriate   means   of   data   collection   for   a  
study   of   this   kind?   (Statistics   &   Probability)  

May   26  
Aviation   in  

Canada,   Part   1  

The   history   of   aviation   in   Canada   is   full   of   inspiring   stories   of   innovation   and  
bravery.   What   scientific   principles   allowed   Louis   Anselm   Lauriat   to   fly   the   Star   of  
the   East   in   1840?   And   what   was   so   special   about   the   Avro   Arrow?   (Air   &  
Aerodynamics)  

June   2  
Aviation   in  

Canada,   Part   2  

Alexander   Graham   Bell   didn’t   just   invent   the   telephone:   he   also   founded   the  
Aerial   Experiment   Association,   tasked   with   taking   Canadians   into   the   sky.   We  
will   be   conducting   our   own   flight   experiments   today.   (Flight)  

June   9  
Bow   River  

Basin,   Part   1  

Have   you   visited   the   wetland   ecosystem   right   here   in   Calgary?   The   Bow   River  
Basin   is   home   to   a   vibrant   network   of   animals   and   plants,   each   with   its   own   role  
to   play.   (Wetland   Ecosystems)  

June   16  
Bow   River  

Basin,   Part   2  

Here   in   Calgary,   you’ve   only   seen   a   tiny   piece   of   the   Bow   River   Basin.   Any  
change   here,   though,   can   have   a   ripple   effect   on   the   animals   and   plants   in   all  
26,200   square   kilometres   of   wetlands.   What   can   each   of   us   do   to   be   respectful  
of   our   wetlands,   and   of   our   environment   as   a   whole?   (Wetland   Ecosystems)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision  

 

FINE  
ARTS  

(Includes  
30   mins   of  

Music  
each  
class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

May   19  
Any  

Questions?  

“If   you   stare   long   enough   at   a   blank   piece   of   paper,   anything   can   happen.”   If  
you   don’t   believe   me,   just   ask   Marie-Louise   Gay,   the   famous   Canadian   writer  
and   illustrator.   Each   and   every   one   of   you   can   be   an   author   (and   illustrator!)   of  
your   own   story.   (Drawing)  

May   26  Indigenous   Art  
The   heart   of   Canadian   culture,   Canadian   aboriginal   art   is   varied   from   the   Haida  
of   the   west   coast   to   the   Inuit   of   the   North.   Let’s   get   to   know   the   breathtaking  
painting,   sculpture   and   carving   of   Canada’s   First   Nations.   (Painting/Sculpture)  

June   2  
The   Group   of  

Seven  

The   Group   of   Seven   were   a   group   of   Canadian   landscape   painters   who  
captured   the   natural   beauty   and   splendour   of   Canada   through   painting.   If   there  
are   at   least   seven   of   us   here,   we   can   make   our   very   own   Group   of   Seven!  
(Painting)  

June   9  
Stompin’   Tom  

Connors  

Stompin’   Tom   Connors   was   a   Canadian   folk   singer   who   wrote   catchy   songs   that  
were   great   to   sing   along   to,   and   all   about   our   home   and   native   land!   We’re  
singin’   and   stompin’   today!   (Music)  

June   16  
Jim   Carrey   and  

Comedy  

Canadian   actor   and   comedian   Jim   Carrey   is   a   master   at   making   us   laugh.   How  
does   he   do   it?   Watch   his   face   and   body,   and   listen   to   his   voice.   Once   you   see  
what   he’s   doing,   you’ll   be   able   to   make   people   laugh   just   as   hard!   (Drama)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  

our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay   to  
help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in  

classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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AMAZING   RACE:   CANADA!   -   THURSDAY  
MATERIAL   AT   GRADE   5-6   LEVEL  

TIME  DATE  LESSON  
TITLES  

DESCRIPTION  
 

L.A./  
Social  

Studies  
 

9:30   AM   to  
NOON  

May   21  The   Race!   
Canada   is   the   second-largest   country   in   the   world.   It   crosses   six   time   zones   and  
is   bordered   by   three   oceans.   It   has   ten   provinces   and   three   territories,   each   with  
its   own   unique   identity   and   way   of   life.   What   can   we   learn   about   Canada’s   vast  
natural   and   human   splendour...as   fast   as   we   can?   (Geographic   Thinking)  

May   28  
Our  

Languages  

Canada   has   two   official   languages:   English   and   French.   Many   more   First   Nations  
languages   were   spoken   here   long   before   the   English   and   French   arrived.   What  
languages   do   you   speak?   (Languages)  

June   4  
CanLit   Book  
Club,   Part   1  

Each   one   of   you   is   going   to   pick   a   book   by   a   Canadian   author   to   read   in   time   for  
next   week’s   class.   We’ll   discuss   a   few   different   authors   and   what   makes   them  
interesting   and   important,   and   then   you’ll   take   your   book   home.   Happy   reading!  
(Discover   &   Explore)  

June   11  
CanLit   Book  
Club,   Part   2  

Let’s   talk   about   the   books   we   read.   Did   you   like   your   book?   If   so,   try   to   convince  
the   rest   of   us   that   we   should   read   it   too!   (Respond   to   Texts)  

June   18  
The   Iroquois  
Confederacy  

How   was   the   Iroquois   Confederacy   structured?   What   are   the   advantages   and  
disadvantages   of   consensus   as   a   decision-making   model   for   government?   How  
was   the   Iroquois   Confederacy   similar   and   different   from   our   own   form   of  
democracy   today?    (Historical   Models   of   Democracy)  

 
Lunch   –   Parent   supervision  

 

WELLNESS  
(Includes  

30   mins   of  
PE   each  
class)  

 
12:30   PM  
3:00   PM  

May   21  Pemmican  

Maybe   you   know   about   protein,   carbohydrates,   and   fat,   and   how   your   body   needs  
them   all.   Pemmican,   a   First   Nations   staple   made   from   dried   meat   and   berries,   is  
chock   full   of   all   three.   It’s   a   high-protein,   high-energy   food   that   keeps   for   years!  
Make   a   big   batch   and   you’ll   still   be   eating   it   after   you   graduate   high   school!  
(Personal   Health)  

May   28  
Canadian  
Courtesy  

Canadians   are   known   for   being   friendly,   respectful,   and   polite.   Is   it   true?   What  
does   it   mean   to   be   polite   and   courteous?   What   can   we   do   to   make   each   other  
feel   safe   and   comfortable?    (Interactions)  

June   4  
Canadian  

Role   Models  

Canada’s   history   is   full   of   amazing   people   who   show   us   how   much   difference   one  
person   can   make.   Who   is   your   favourite   Canadian   hero?   Chris   Hadfield?   Chief  
Dan   George?   Terry   Fox?   Wayne   Gretzky?   The   people   you   look   up   to   might   tell  
you   something   about   what   you   could   do   with   your   own   life.    (Life   Roles   &   Career  
Development)  

June   11  
He   Shoots,  
He   Scores!  

Today’s   class   is   about   setting   goals   and   taking   steps   to   achieve   them.   You’re  
Canadians,   after   all,   and   Canadians   score   goals!   It’s   never   too   early   to   start   --  
when   Wayne   Gretzky   joined   his   first   team   at   age   6   (a   team   for   10-year-olds),   he  
scored   one   goal   that   whole   year,   but   four   years   later,   for   the   same   team,   he  
scored   378!     (Learning   Strategies)  

June   18  
Nanaimo   Bars  
&   Butter   Tarts  

We’ve   learned   a   lot   about   ourselves   and   each   other,   and   about   how   we   can   each  
be   part   of   a   better   future   for   Canada.   Baked   goods   can   be   a   delicious   way   to  
serve   others,   and,   since   we’re   celebrating   Canada,   let’s   make   butter   tarts   and  
Nanaimo   bars,   two   deliciously   Canadian   treats,   to   show   our   love   and   respect   for  
others.    (Volunteerism)  

We   are   still   happy   to   accept   single   registrations   but   no   discount   will   apply   -   $30.00   per   class.   We   all   make   mistakes!   You   have   48   hours   from   the   time  
you   register   to   change   or   cancel   this   registration.   After   that   time,   there   are   no   refunds   for   classes   or   events   unless   cancelled   by   Phoenix.   Please   read  
our   full   cancellation   policy   before   registering.   If   your   child   has   special   needs,   gifts   or   challenges   you   are   their   primary   teacher   so   be   prepared   to   stay  
to   help!   Also   Phoenix   is   NOT   an   allergen-free   zone.   If   your   child   has   severe   allergies,   you   are   required   to   stay   on-site.   And   finally   .   .   .   Registration   in  

classes   or   event   grants   Phoenix   permission   to   use   photos   or   video   taken   by   staff   during   the   event   for   marketing   purposes.  
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CANADIAN   FEAST  
 

Join   us   on   Friday,  

June   19,   2020  
Noon   –   1:30   PM  

 
Crafts,   feast,   games   and   activities.  

 
Bangers   and   mash,   English   pea   salad,   and   sticky   toffee   pudding.   Mmmmmm!  

 
REGISTRATION   REQUIRED!  

Fee:   $10.00   per   person   or   $40.00   for   a   family   (mom,   dad   and   up   to   4   of   their   kids)  
 
 

 
 

YEAR   END   CEREMONY  
 

Join   us   on   Friday  
June   19,   2020  

Invite   your   friends   and   family.   
Time:   1:30   –   3:00   PM  

FREE  
 

Kinder   certificates,   graduate  
acknowledgement   
and   special   awards  

 
REGISTRATION   REQUIRED!  
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SCHOLASTICS   AND   RESOURCES  

 

Order   your   books   through   us   –   the   Foundation   benefits   and   so   do   you!  

 

Resources  
Rent   a   textbook!  

Rent   a   microscope!  

Rent   a   novel   study!  

Rent   a   sewing   machine!  

Buy   a   workbook!  

See   the   front   desk   for   more   information.   
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OTHER   IMPORTANT   THINGS  
 

ALLERGIES  -  Phoenix CANNOT  in  any  way  guarantee  that  the  Centre  is  allergen  free. We  ask  that                  
people  be  aware  and  do  not  bring  common  causes  of  anaphylaxis  to  the  centre.  Depending  on  their  age,  anyone                    
with  a  anaphylaxis  allergy  must  either  keep  their  Epi-pen  on  their  person  or  have  their  parent  on-site  with  them  at                     
all   time.  

CURRICULUM  BASED  –  All  our  classes  are  curriculum  based.  An  objective  sheet  is  available  for  each  class  with                   
exception   of   kinder   classes.  

RISKS  -  Parents  assume  all  responsibility  and  risk  for  themselves  and  their  children  while  participating  in  any                  
Phoenix   activity.  

PHOTOS  -  During  events,  Phoenix  staff  may  be  taking  photos  for  use  on  the  web  site  and  in  other  promotional                     
materials.  Registration  in  the  event  grants  Phoenix  permission  to  use  these  photos,  which  may  include  you  and  your                   
children, in   such   a   manner.   

REFUNDS  /  CANCELLATIONS  -  Class  fees  are non-refundable  unless  the  event  is  cancelled  by  Phoenix. You                 
have 48  hours  from  the  time  we  receive  your  registration  to  make  any  changes  or  to  cancel  your                   
booking.  After  that,  there  are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not  transferable.  You  may  switch  classes,  but  a                   
$25.00   fee   will   apply.   

This  class  schedule  is  subject  to  change;  please  make  sure  you  check  our  website  for  up-to-date  information  and                   
complete  registration  details  - www.phoenixfoundation.ca Friday  at  2:00  PM  is  the  cut-off  time  for               
registrations   for   the   next   week   unless   indicated   otherwise.  

RESTRICTIONS  - Participants  in  any  PHOENIX  sponsored  functions,  field  trips,  events,  classes  or  programs  agree                
to  follow  the Code  of  Conduct  and  the Field  trip  Policy .  As  such,  Phoenix  reserves  the  right  to  deny  future                     
access   to   any   events,   functions,   field   trips,   or   programs   if   this   code   is   violated   by   a   participant   or   parent.  

LEARNING  COMMONS  ETIQUETTE  - Our  Learning  Commons  is  a  great  place  for  parents  and  siblings  to  work                  
while  their  students  are  in  class.  While  you  are  working  and  interacting  in  the  Commons,  please  remember  that                   
Phoenix  is  a  place  of  learning,  and  that  voices  carry.  Keep  the  noise  level  down  so  that  our  students  and  staff  can  do                        
their   best   work.  

INTERNET   USE   -    Phoenix   provides   a   guest   WiFi   network   for   your   convenience,   but   please   respect   our   rules:   

NO   STREAMING   VIDEOS  

NO   GAMING  

NO   DOWNLOADING   SOFTWARE,   VIDEOS,   OR   UPDATES  

Use   the   Internet   responsibly   to   preserve   our   bandwidth.   Thank   you.  
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IF   THERE   IS   A   PROBLEM  
 

The  instructor  will make  your  child  aware  of  the  problem  or  issue  and              
indicate  what  they  should  be  doing  differently.  They  will  be  given  one             
additional   warning.  

After  that,  as  you  the  parent  are  the  primary  and  on-going  educator  of              
your  child, your  assistance  will  be  required .  Your  child  may  be            
allowed   to   continue   to   participate   in   the   class   with   your   assistance.   

If  the  behavior  issue  continues,  you  will  be  asked  to remove  your             
child    from   the   class.   We   will   not   tolerate   rude,   disrespectful   or   unmanageable   behavior.  

If  there  is  a  persistent  problem,  your  Learning  Coach  or  the  Principal  will  help  implement                
strategies  to  help  correct  the  behavior.  Once  corrected,  your  child  may  attend  classes  again  at                
that   time   if   appropriate.  

In   the   Event   of   a   Fire   or   Emergency  
 
There  are  current  fire  extinguishers  located  throughout  the  building.  Most           
rooms  have  at  least  one.  Fire  drills  are  conducted  randomly  throughout  the             
year  regardless  of  weather.  We  generally  do  not  do  school-wide  drills,  but             
rather,  our  fire  procedure  is  reviewed  with  students  each  and  every  class,             
as  students  all  have  a  varied  schedule.  Your  children  know  they  are  to  stay               
with  their  instructor,  follow  the  instructor  out  to  the  muster  point  and  to  wait               
for   you   there.  
 
Parents:  If  you  are  asked  to  leave  the  building  in  the  event  of  a  fire  or  Emergency,  please  go                    
quickly  to  the  nearest  exit.  These  are  marked  on  placards  throughout  the  building.  Take  the                
children  who  are  in  your  direct  supervision  and  go  outside  to  the  muster  point.  We  will  meet                  
you   there.  
 
Muster  point:  Is  the  big  RED  Phoenix  sign.  We  will  ask  you  to  initial  the  class  list  to  release                    
student   under   our   supervision   into   your   care.  
 

Part   of   our   safety   plan   is   YOU!   If   you   see   a   hazard,   a   stranger   or   are   worried   about  
something,   please   come   and   tell   us!  

Need   a   Band-Aid?  

 

All  our  staff  have  their  First  Aid  certificate  ,so  they  can  help!  There  are  plenty  of  First  Aid  kits  in                     
the  building  –  at  the  front  desk,  in  the  kinder  room,  in  the  kitchen,  in  the  creation  studio,  in  the                     
gym  and  in  the  chopshop  area.  Plus,  instructors  have  a  small  kit  in  their  carts,  even  the  field  trip                    
backpack   has   one!   I   think   we   have   you   covered!  
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HOW   TO   REGISTER!  
 

1. After  you  have  gone  through  the  Guide  and  picked  out  the  classes  that  you  and                
your  child  are  interested  in,  you  need  to  go  online  to  register.  Our  online  system  can                 
be   found   at    https://bookwhen.com/calgary  

2. Please  fill  out  one  form  per  person,  filling  in  each  section!  Putting  multiple  names  in                
the  participant’s  field  will  cause  your  registration  to  be  returned.  Friday  at  2:00  PM               
is  the  cut-off  time  for  registrations  for  the  next  week. (This  is  when  we               
notify  instructors  whether  their  class  is  running  so  they  have  the  weekend             
to   prepare.   Please   be   considerate   and   get   your   registrations   in   on   time!)  

3. Be  sure  to  indicate  how  you  will  be  paying.  You  can  pay  by  credit  card,  cheque  or                  
cash.    (No   first-born   children!)  

4. You’re  done!  You  will  receive  a  reply  indicating  that  your  registration  has  been              
received.  Please  print  off  a  copy  for  your  records.  ( Please  note,  class  fees  are               
non-refundable  and  non-transferable!  This  is  because  we  have  already          
hired   the   instructor   –   see   point   #2.)  

5. You  can  also  email  or  fax  in  your  class  registration.  Please  be  sure  to  send  a  cheque                  
or  money  order  payable  to  the Phoenix  Foundation,  c/o  320  19  Street,  Calgary,              
AB  T2E  6J6 as  soon  as  possible  as  we  will  not  be  able  to  process  your  paperwork                  
until   we   have   received   payment.  

6. Finally,  we  will  see  you  and  your  child  at  the  Center  for  the  various  classes  you  have                  
signed  up  for.  Please  be  a  few  minutes  early,  bring  your  lunch  if  you  want  and  enjoy                  
the  day!  If  you  can’t  make  it  to  a  class  please  let  us  know  as  a  lot  of  classes  have                     
waiting   lists.  

7. You  have 48  hours  from  the  time  we  receive  your  registration  to  make  any               
changes  or  to  cancel  your  booking.  After  that,  there  are  no  refunds  and  classes  are  not                 
transferable.   You   may   switch   classes   but   a   $25.00   fee   will   apply.   

 

 

Check   out   our   SQUAWK   CAST!   
FIND   the   SQUAWK   at    www.phoenixfoundation.ca  
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